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EARTHQUAKE
INSURANCE
We are prepared to further protect
your property against loss or dam
age caused by earthquake at very
low rates.

Rockland, Me.

.

NOTICE!
<J I have just received from a good mill a big lot
of MILL ENDS.

Most of the pieces are only

enough for one suit; some have extra trousers.

A Saving of from $10.00 to $1 5.00 on a Suit

C. A. HAMILTON
ROCKLAND

442 MAIN STREET.

SIMON K. HART
: : Manufacturer of : :

Cemetery Work
j : And Dealer in : :

Native & Scotch Granite
Marble Shelves, Etc.
Telephone 911-M
ROCKLAND,

MAINE

Cor. Brick and Pleasant Sts.

The Latest Dark Shell
Frames and Correct Lenses

Only $ 10.00
______

OREL E. DAVIES
301 Main St., Opp Park St.

FOR REST
AND COMFORT
Insist on Having

x z
Member.
Consolidated Stock Exchange
of New York,

STOCKS and BONDS
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Springs, Mattresses
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The English government has
adopted summer daylight saving
Representative Norwood’s Bill Creating “The Maine
time as a .permanent institution.
Power Authority”—Other Legislative Matters.
There was a private hilt before the
Subscription >3.00 per year payable to adrance; single copies three cents.
House of Commonsimaktng sum
Advertising rates based upon circulation |
mer .time permanent and fixing the
and very reasonable.
yearly period from the beginning
"The Maine Power Authority" Judiciary committee: "Ought not to
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And. taking them as they were, he 1 William Joynson-Hicks. Secretary
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stayed right on the job through the
of State for Home Affairs, an
i The Free Press was established In 1855, and
tional churches: from the same com
While the railroads that Meiggs jungles and over the mountains, and
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Wednesday by Norwood of Warren.
I In 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. |
nounced Tuesday that the gov
mittee an act relating to state funds
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
i had built were developing the coun financed and drove the railway.
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act
provides
that
the
auernment would allow a free vote
for charity patients in private or
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The senior Agassiz wrote to me a
try, their receipts were not as a whole
on the Dill and adopt and carry it I thority shall consist of three trus- public hospital was reported In new
j equal to the cast of their operation. long letter specifying the collections
through as a government measure. j tees to be appointed by the Gov- draft and recommitted to that com
j •••
••• ! The guano of the Chineha Islands that he wanted from these unex
This means that the bill is cer
I
Ghance la a nickname for Provl- ••• I
| ernor and invested with title to all mittee.
had been about all shipped, and the plored jungles, and the Smithsonian
tain to become a law.
' ••• dence.—Chamfort.
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, the power resources available for the
■ •••
••• ! end of the other guano deposits was Institute sent Professor Gabb to col
and Game voted "ought not to pass”
i
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•••
•«•*••••••• ‘jg in sight; money was not available to lect ornithological specimens, and" in
generation of hydroelectric energy in on an act relating to the hunting of
satisfy the "outs,” so that Meiggs’ addition Keith obtained there a fa
FAILED TO CONFIRM or upon the St. John River or inland 'raccoons
and skunks; same on an
MONDAY’S ELECTIONS
power In the Government began to mous collection of prehistoric pot
•
act relating to digging out skunks;
wane. Balta the President, friend tery.
streams and waterways now owned same on an act prohibiting digging
Biddeford and Belfast Stand Pat of Meiggs, was assassinated. The
Keith had had no previous experience Mid-day Ride of Vice Presi by the State.
out fox dens: same on act regulating
With Same Mayors As Last Year.
people, having shared directly and in railway or any other building. 11
dent Dawes Did Not Save "The authority shall have full dally limit of protected fish in tho
indirectly in the proceeds of guano think he was only twenty-two years
power to develop these resources for lakes and streams of the State.
Mayor Edward H.Drapeau, Demo shipments as well as In the benefits old when he began. On the credit
Michigan Man.
the generation of hydroelectric en
Public Utilities: “Ought to pass”
of
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he
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in
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Europe.
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and
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to
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fourth term with a plurality of 1.072 '
Charles Beecher Warren of Michi tion of such energy in the Interest grade crossings; "ought to pass in
in the anifual municipal election. | easy agricultural conditions, were at He learned to be somewhat of an, gan. failed to become Attorney Gen of all the people of the State.
new draft" on an act relating to po
One ward each was captured by the first incapable of facing a situation engineer himself. The native in eral of the United States by a single
The authority shall make a com lice regulations at stations.
i Republican-Citizens and the Pro that demanded the thrift and indus habitants were not physically rugged vote Tuesday tn the Senate. Hts prehensive power survey and on or
Education: "Ought to pass” on an
gressive parties.
Each minority try which the Scotch and New Eng enough to stand the strain of rail- nomination was rejected, 40 to 40, before Jan. 15, 1927, shall submit to
act relating to teachers’ pensions.
j party elected one alderman to five land Yankees have acquired In long Way building und it was almost im- yjce president Dewes failing to reach the Governor and the Legislature a
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I for the Democrat* and three council- struggles against hard natural con possible for a white man to live in i tj,c capltol from his hotel in time to plan for the generatloh of hydro-elec
these lowlands, so Keith had to sc- east the deciding vote.
men to fifteen Democrats. In the ditions.
Seven sections of the Revised
tric energy and Its distribution with
In 1874 I had given a letter of in cure negroes from Jamaica and other
Administration leaders sought to an estimate of the cost of such de Statutes concerning State aid to
last election the Democrats swept
the field. The vote for ijayor was troduction to Mr. Meiggs in favor of nearby places on the Caribbean Sea. delay announcement of the result in velopment. The sum of $19,000 as ap academies are repealed by an act
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family, a graduate of Williams Col of sweethearts and wives. They cab, would arrive in time to break the tenance and operation including to the committee on Education. The
Harvey, Republican, 1,374.
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lege, and had been admitted to the were lazy, but they were strong and tie.
section repealed fixed the conditions
personal service.
A Citizens' ticket was elected in bar of New York. In business, he not much affected by any climate. J With victory in their grasp, Demofor State aid ranging from $5,000 to
$1000 a year based on courses offered
Belfast with no opposition, headed was one of the 95% that does not The Panama Canal was mostly built pratic opponents of the nomination
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State aid where free High Schools
consecutive term.
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tion of the word "securities" in the
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can leaders resorted to further stratwere not incorporated prior to May
SWISS INDUSTRIES FAIR
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,
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Swiss tn character. Its main object make a fresh start in Peru, and swamps—but even mofe difficult was vote from yea to nay so that he.,
week wl„ „p lhp one which investments of academies and pro
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and to promote International com to men of power and influence in that The people had to be driven, the the question. That changed the final the commlttee on Ju<uc|ary on the act Superintendent of Schools.
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mercial relations in the fullest pos country. I knew that Meeker wanted spirit behind It all had to ,be indom result technically to 39 for and 41 ; to lncorporatp 1)PxtP1.
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,n a natlona, in the -warrant calling a special town
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way between Lima and Callao. ing the offices of the government. I’resident Coolidge to resubmit it.
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hot water heat and all modern
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is governing mem.
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eries on an act to make nine Inches
think back with pleasure on m.v Bun know they are stronger than the until the next session of Congress
eal fight does not often take I r makp a recps8 appointment to fill burden 'that the savings banks have thp legal length of lobsters In York
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to
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way
of
taxation,
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and Cumberland counties.
a man of intetligence, and the sur place.
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that
the
HARDING STAMPS AGAIN
The Meiggs’ house was built on Ifilro Segundo pushed the button
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The late President Harding's pic
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“That fly-wheel,” he said, "makes
was flat and three hundred feet
As Result of Portland Sheriff’s and one-half per cent on the savings States) postage stamps beginning
square- In the center was a story- two hundred revolutions per min
April 15, when the new postal rates
Campaign.
fafter certain deductions are made.
and-a-half country house of gener ute."
-----“Unless some such method 18 lin into effect. The same portrait
When you begin to earn ous dimensions surrounded by a “Wonderful," exclaimed Don Pedro. A Portland special
says;
adopted the savings banks must which appeared on the Harding me
beautiful flower garden, with “That Is almost equal to the Repub
"The legal status of ’canned heat,’ eventually go out of existence. An morial two cent stamps will be on
You should begin to save. most
lic
of
Peru
!"
shade trees of considerable size
General Guardia got in by one alleged to be used here as an alco other phase of the matter is that the the new one and one-haif cent
growing out from this mound. To
of
these comparatively bloodless holic beverage although the con State would receive about $200,000 stamps now being prepared for use
the west we could clearly see the
tainers of the solidified alcohol are a year from a tax on the savings de in connection with the new rate on
changes.
steamers and sailing vessels on the
I labelled ’poison, denatured alcohol,’ posits in 'National banks, and it third class mail. The new Harding
Pacific Ocean and to 'the cast tower
, probably will be established within would be produced in a fair way."
one and one-half cent stamp will be
We received a cable from Keith i
f(?w wepkK aR a rpsu,t of a pam.
ed the Andes Mountains whose sum
* • • •
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mits,
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perpetual
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Guardia,
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An act fixing penalties for the sale
covered throughout the year witti was leaving for the United States. han) wjth ,he arre(<( of , uigi 1)eJullo!t
or gift of air rifles to children under
DERELICT ON PUBLICITY
snow. After Meiggs’ death, Meeker’s Mr. Grace was abroad, but I secured
shop keeper and seizure of 197 14 years of age was introduced in
A strictly mutual savings administration of this estate was the U. S. cutter U. S. Grant, obtained acans
of the preparation.
the House today by Kinsman of Au
Camden showed enterprise at its
not continued; he was obliged to permits to take His Excellency and
bank
“If the State Is successful in es gusta. The act provides that who town meeting on Monday. It voted
take a subordinate clerical position his suite off the steamer at quaran tablishing ’canned beat’ as an In
and months passed during which I tine. and arranged with Delmonlco’s toxicant, Sheriff Graham said tt ever sells or gives away an air rifle to adopt the town manager form of
to any child under the age of 14
did not hear from him. Then one to furnish an elaborate breakfast so would be removed from every whole
DEPOSITS
government, appropriated $80,000 for
day I was surprised at my office in that Guardia might see how we fed
and reta„ Rh()p
Cumberland years shall be subject to a penalty a new school building and $200 for a
of
not
lees
than
$5
nor
more
than
$20
Made during the first four New York by the following telegram our naval officers. There was County, lie explained he had been and costs for each offense Provision publicity fund. None of the Sagada
Ran Francisco; “Tetbgraph me enough brass and guid to make Qie receiving complaints for two years
hoc county towns made appropria
days of the month will from
four hundred dollars and you will welcome of the president-elect Im that this had been used to prepare is made that If any air rifle Is found tions for the publicity movement.
in
the
possession
of
any
child
under
draw interest from the first never hear from me again. Meeker." pressive. Guardia was a man of an intoxicating drink.
14 years of age it shall be seized by Few towns In the State did.—Bath
I at once telegraphed the money executive ability—as evidenced by
Times.
“In Municipal Court Monday 12
day of that month.
and neither myself nor any member his coup d’ etat—so going up the men were arraigned on an intoxicat any person authorized to enforce the
Inland
Fish
and
Game
laws
and
be
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXE8 TO RENT
of his family, nor any of his friends, Bay. and as we steamed around the ing charge, the ma^oritwof whom ad
have ever heard of him since that city, he proceeded to business. He mit, according to the sheriff they had forfeited to the state. A penalty of YOUR FAVORITE POEM
telegram.
announced tlfat he wanted us to buy bpcoTnp intoxicated by drinking this a fine of not more than $100 and
If I bad to llro my life asaln I would
costs for eacli offense or Imprison
....
rolling stock for the Costa Rica concoction."
ment not exceeding 30 days is pro have made a rule to read some poetry and
RR.,
and
that,
incidentally,
he
listen
to some music at least once a week.
The influence of Henry Meiggs did
tided for the perbon who sells any Tbe loss of these tawtes la a loss of bappl«
not die with him. He left not only wanted a credit of $150,000, for which
dangerous weapon or firearm to Hny ncss.—Charles Darwin.
a permanent impress on Peru but he not only pledged the obligation
child under 16 years of age. except
also, although indirectly, on Costa of the government but additionally
MY AIN COUNTREE
H
in cases where the parents, guar
'Rica, and with this our firm had promised on his sacred honor that
dlans, teachers or Instructors of chil I am far frac my faame, an' I’m weary often
it
would
be
paid
within
six
months.
■whiles
some connection.
dren may furnish them.
For the langcd-for hame-brlnglng an* my
When Meiggs was fulfilling his We purchased the locomotives from
• • • •
Father’s welcome smiles ;
large railroad building contracts in Baldwin’s and the cars from Jackson
The Senate Tuesday accepted the I’ll ne’er lie fu’ content until my een do see
Let us demonstrate any of Peru he gained such world prestige & Sharp of Wilmington: tiut when
The gowden gates o’ heaven, an my ala
report of the committee on Com
countree.
that the government of Costa Rica the $150,000 came due, instead of It
merce, "ought to pass in new draft"
the
gave him a contract- to build a rail being paid, General Guardia drew on
The
earth
Is flecked wl* flowers mony-tlnton the Harriman bill, so-called
f
ed, fresh and gay.
road from San Jose, the Capital, to us for $10,000, the amount of his per
relating
to
the
adoption
of
standard
The birdies warble blithely, for iny Father
In Today’s Boston Globe
the Atlantic where a port was es sonal account. We refused to honor
time. On motion of Senator Hinck
made them sae;
tablished. This contract Meiggs hie draft. We first wanted our mon
ley of Cumberland the bill was given But these sights an* these sounds will as
turned over to his nephew. Henry ey from the government.
be to me,
in your home
its first reading under suspension of When naething
Then the rumpus started. Some
I hear the angels singing in my ain
Meiggs Keith. He died, and hits
the
rules.
He
then
tabled
the
bill
countree.
brother, Minor C. Keith, took up the one had to go personally to Costa if
pending second reading.
work and finally became the most Rtca, but If I had gone as a private;
These committee reports were also I’ve his gude word o’ promise that some
gladsome day the King
Important man In Central America. citizen, Guardia might have first1
received
Tuesday: From ■ the com To his aln royal palace his banished hame
It was from Keith that we received clapped me In jail and then dis
Formerly $191.00; now
mittee
on
Agriculture:
“
Ought
to
will
bring;
orders for supplies to build the At cussed my value in the firm as a credit j
pass" on bill relating to the use of Wl’ een an’ wl’ heart running over we shall
see
lantic terminus, christened Port on the Ioan. So I went forthwith to
the Babcock test for milk and The King In his beauty, an’ our aln countree.
Washington to secure a government
Limon.
cream: same for bill foi* destruction
In order to build the proposed appointment as liearer of dispatches.
My sins hae been mony an’ my sorrows had
of dead and worthless apple trees.
Complete
been sair.
railway it was necessary to traverse Being unsuccessful,sent a person
Judiciary: "Ought not to pass” But they
’ll never vex me, nor -be remembered
rugged mountains and fever-breed who was willing to take bis chances
on
act
for
universal
enrollment
In
thair
;
with Loud Speaker
ing swamps in the wildest portion of for $5,000. He came back with the
His blood has made me white, his hand shall
primary
etection
because
same
sub

Costa Rica. At the time when Keith full $150,000 and we then honored
wipe
mine ee.
ject matter covered In other legisla When he brings
Less batteries
me hame at last to mine ain
landed, the site of the present Port the president’s personal draft. There
tion;
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on
act
providing
for
the
countree.
Limon was an unpopulated jungle. is no particular h«rd feeling In a
appointment
of
six
commissioners
to
There were no steamship lines to any transaction of this kind. Guardia
to his mither, a wee birdie to
Distance and Tone
revise the motor vehicle laws: same Like aItsbairn
nest,
YOU’LL be delighted with
part of the east coast of Central was probably only experimenting to
| on an act relating to private detec I wud fain be ganging noo unto my Saviour’s
Quality
America, no highways or railroads discover how much he could get
a dinner eaten here.
breast;
tives.
to the populated sections which were away with. Discovering that he
gathers In Ills bosom witless, worthless
Legal Affairs: "Ought not to pass" For he lambs
Food of proven purity served
could
not
get
away
with
anything
like me,
in
the
interior;
no
Ice,
no
fruit
or
Selective and Non*
on act regarding the acceptance of Au’ he carries them himself to his ain
in
the
style
that
will
please
increased
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respect
for
us.
vegetables except canned goods, and
legacies
by
municipalities;
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on
countree.
Koit'h’s railroad made what there
Radiating
you. Appetizing ealads and
no meat except salt moat and the
•
act in reference to burying grounds.
He’s falthfu’ that hath promised, he’ll sure
wild game of the jungle. Everyone was to be made out of Costa Rica.
desserts that will cause you |
• • • •
ly come again:
There
had
been
no
terminus
on
the
of the climatic obstacles that made
Other Radiolas from
to talk about us.
Five thousand copies of the State He’ll keep his tryst wi’ me, at what hour I
tbe buRding of the Panama Canal so east coast. He founded Port Limon,
dlnna
ken;
Constitution tn pamphlet form for
But he bids me still to watch an’ ready
diillcult was present tn far more seri which is now a 'thriving town.
use by the legislators, by public
Keith
also
built
a
road
in
Guatemala
aye
to
be
ous form In Costa Rica, and Keith
Get acquainted with aur
schools and for the purposes of ex To gang at any moment to my ain countree.
coming to build his railway did not and devoted himself to the promo
“Bill O’Fara"
change are called for by an order in
have behind him the resources of tion of the banana Industry. To
singing <' my
So I’m watching, aye,
troduced tn the House of Represen
hame as 1 wait,
the United States Government. He bring the bananas into the United
tatives
Tuesday
by
Wing
of
Auburn.
1’or the aoun’lng o’ his footfall this side the
States
he
founded
the
United
Fruit
could no more have rendered health
gowden gate;
The printing would be done by the
ful tbe region through which the Company with its line of steamers.
God gie his grace to Ilka an© wha listen^
Secretary
of
StateWhenever
Keith
put
bts
hand
to
noo to me,
railway was to pass than he could
Among the numerous committee That we a’ may gang In gladness to our aln
| have washed the face of the noon. anything, be never stopped unttt the
Reckland’a Fineet Eating Plaoe
couotree.
••eports received In the House TuesHe simply had to take things as they task was finished.
—Mary Lee Demarent
ROCKLAND, ME.
,'lday were the following, from the
[To Be Continued]
1 were.
ALL THE HOME NEWS

“Men and Ship* and Sealing Wax”—The Story of
Thomaston Boy Who Made Good.

• l« • •

MAYNARD S. BIRD & CO.
14 School Street
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MEMORIES OF As ACTIVE LIFE

Thursday
Issue

STANLEY HOUSE
FOR SALE

START
•
SAVING NOW

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK

A RADIOLA
For Every Purse

Dorothy
Dix’

New Radiolas

The Regenoflex

$120.00

$35.00 to $425.00

MSS

Newbert’s Cafeteria

»

i» MJ (I

Page Two

ROCKLANft WAS CLASSY '

The Courier-Gazette

................ .

THREE TIMES A WEEK

OPENING

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rouklaad, Maine, March 12. 1935
Personally appeared Frank K Lyddle who
on oath declares that he Is pressman in the
oltlee of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of March 10, 192". there
was printed a total of 6,580 copies.
Before me.
FRANK B MILLER.
Notary Public.

In Last Night’s Game Against Lincoln Acaddny—No Cellar
Berth For Orange and Black.

: : of our

NEW SPRING GOODS

SATURDAY MORNING
MARCH 14

BIBLE THOUGHT!
—FOR TODAY—
Bible Thoughts Tnemorized. will prove
priceless heritage in after years.

Better is a dry morsel, and quiet
ness therewith, than a house full ot
sacrifices with strife.—Proverbs 17:1.

Come and see our new renovated store and a big
stock of New Spring Goods which we will show
Saturday

England has just adopted daylight
saving as a permanent institution,
ahd in France it has nationwide ob
servance. Yet the Maine Legislature
is to pass a law which will prohibit
it in those progressive communities
which have been quick to recognize
its practical and recreational advan
•tages. This is done very largely at
the instance of a group of men who
ore willing that the wishes of a very

The Senate by a vote of G4 to 11
has given its formal approval of the
demetion of the La Follette insur
gents from their rank on standing
commi:tec6. There is a wide dif
ference of opinion as to what should
be done with men of the La Follette
type, but after doing their best to
wreck the Republican party it is dif
ficult to‘ see where they receive any
6pecial consideration from that party.
Has anybody ever heard ahy expres
sion of remorse from them eince the
November election?

Arguing Tuesday in behalf of a
bridge at Richmond, Dr. H. L. Stilplien declared that it was poor busi
ness to tie up with the railroads to
day as so many of them are cutting
oat side lines, and that one of them
will probably be the Rockland
branch. If the Richmond proposi
tion is dependent upon such argu
ments no W’onder it is an ill-starred
one. In the summer season, at least,
the Knox and Lincoln branch is one
of the Maine Central’s most profit
able.

During the Wilson administration
it- was claimed, and quite justly so,
that the South was in the saddle.
Much more gratifying from our
viewpoint is the present situation
with New- England so much in the
saddle. With Coolidge as President,
Lord as Director of the Budget and
Senator Moses as president pro tern
of the Senate things are looking up
for a locality which has been too
much neglected.

Last night’s victory for Rockland |
not only eliminated any possibility of
the team landing in last place but
made it possible to tie ThomaAton
and Lincoln Academy for second
place. Another victory In Camden
tomorrow night would bring that
much desired result. The standing:
_
Won Lost
P. C.
ntockport High
6
2
.750
Lincoln Academy 4
4
.30,0
Thomaston High
4
4
.500
Rockland High
3
4
.428
'Camden High
2
5
-286
* » • *
Rockland 26, Lincoln 16

The Lincoln Academy team which
upset Rockland High’s pennant cal
culations a few weeks ago, was out
classed by the latter team in last
night’s game at the Arcade. Coach
Jones’ boys had the lead from the
very start, and were going like a
house afire when the last period was.
finished.
At the end of the first quarter only
threfe points bad been scored, but
they were all Rocklands, and at the
and “now we call upon you people of end of the half the score was 9 to 4
Maine.” said he “to help us regain in the home team’s favor. In the
the position we once held and share third period 10 points were scored to
with the people of the North and the tfie visitors 5, and the orange and
prosperity that they now enjoy.”
black team had practically foreclosed
X. Gratz Jackson, president of the on the game.
Each time scored
Kennebec Bridge Association, in sug seven points in the last quarter.
gesting that the committees make a
The sporting editor doesn’t believe
favorable report cm the matter also that anybody will begrudge the
suggested and said he would be res- statement that young Jimmy Flana
sponsible for the expense of naming gan was the star of the game- He
the structure The Carlton nAdge.” made two marvelous goals, and was
in honor of its sponsor. F. W. Carl in every play that seemed humanely
ton of Woolwich.
possible to be in. Two other ponies
F. H. McDougall said he represent who shone to advantage were Mer
ed the board of selectmen of Booth- chant and Trafton. Many of the
bay Harbor and that its members plays
revolved
around
Captain
as well as the town were a unit for Greene, who again proved a stal
fur^thej»ridgewart and reliable center. The Lin
Marshall A. Haraden of Bath and coln lads found it extremely diffi
many others spoke favorably upon cult to penetrate the Rockland de
the measure.
fense, for Maxey and Murphy were
t always on the job, and Rounds put
A minimum of $91,000 is the amountsl yp
_ _ brisk game while he was
very
of rental and maintenance Which the) on the surface.
.Maine Central Railroad Company has
The Lincoln star was unquestion
advised the special Bath Bridge Site ably Giles. The vigorous center al
Committee of the Legislature and the ways constituted a threat, for he
Governor and Council it will pay an throws at the cage with great aertir- |
nually if the site is selected extending acy besides being a splendid feeder,
from the Maine Central yards at Bath Bttker and Gough also constitute a(
to the Woolwich shore at Sassanoa
good attack, but were up against it
BlufT, which was surveyed last week
by J. A. L. Waddell, engineering ex last night. The score:
Rockland High
pert of New York.
Goals Fouls Pts.
Approximately
$76,000
of
the
Merchant,
rf
........
1
1
J
amount is to be paid yearly for a

E. B. HASTINGS S CO.
THE BRIDGE HEARING
Big Crowd On Hand to Hear
Merits of Kennebec Propo
sition — Maine Central’s
Offer.

large majority shoui.i be sarrifleci |
60 long as it conserves their purpose.

The Hall of Representatives at the
State House was filled to capacity,
when the hearing opened Wednesday
afternoon on the Kennebec bridge bill
before the committees on Ways and
Bridges and Interior Waters. Sen
ator Smith of Somerset, chairman of
the committee on Ways and Bridges,
presided and Senator Carlton of Sagadahoc, chairman of the committee
on Interior Waters and sponsor for
the bridge bill, made the opening re
marks for the proponents of th°
mpQunrp
iieuaure.
In response to a question by May
or Ernest L. McLean of Augusta as
to how long p comoination bridge of
the type proposed by Senator Carl
ton would last, th° senator from Sag
adahoc replied that* engineer-? now
say that if propeilz c: -ed for it will
.uat from 3(H) to 1)0 .’cars.
James B Perkins cf Boothbay Har
bor then was called on for the pro
ponents and in his opening called at
tention to the grea. tailing off in both
valuation and population in the lour
counties of Waldo, Krt>x, Lincoln and
Sagadahoc, and believed that a bridge
over the Kennebec river at Bath
would have a tendency to make1
transportation much easier and could
build up that portion of the state
which has shewn a shrinkage in the
last 75 years.
Joseph P. Tucker of Wiscasset said
that prior to 1850 the southern portion
of Maine was considered the wealthi
est section in the state and recalled
that Wiscasset at one time was seri
ously considered as the capital of
Maine. He said it was the southern
part that had helped the northern
part of the state to prosper and grow

period of 50 years. That figure is
based upon the interest of 35 per cent
of the cost of the $2,000,000 bridge
plus a sinking fund necessary to au
thorize the $1,650,000, or 55 per cent
of the cost.
It also was agreed that ttie railroad
should &tand the whole cost of opera
ting of the draw and of maintenance
or railroad approaches, ties and
tracks and that the State should
stand the maintenance of the con
crete highway slabs. All othfr main
tenance on the bridge proper is to be
divided 55 per cent to the railroad
and 43 per cent to the State, with the
provision that the minimum annual
payment by the railroad shall he
We are now showing Kid Boots $15,000, -such payments to continue
sweaters with the white Van Heusen forever.
Collars and Cliffs. CVTLER-COOK
THE CHAPMAN CONCERT
Co.—adv.

President Coolidge is to spend his
summer vacation in Swampscott,
Mass., which is being loyal to his
home State, and probably good judg
ment, but having made brief stays,
at the Samoset two seasons it would
surprise nobody to see him hitting
the trail for Rockland Breakwater
some fine day.

The appointment of James J.
Clement of Montville as State as
sessor would be very gratifying to
the Knox County friends of that
stalwart Waldo County Republican.
Mr. Clement is a man of sterling
ability, and has made good in every
office, appointive or elective, which
he has yet held.
•Representative Rodgers of Virginia
refuses to accept the $2500 advance
Which has been voted onto Congres
sional salaries. He says that he op
posed the boost and that he will not
accept it. We have not beard of any
other Congressman seconding the
motion.

“Col. Fechet, who will succeed Gen.
Mitchell in the air service, is a gogetter if it is fair to judge by a
name,” says the Portland Express.
But is the Express certain the name
is pronounced that way?

'Washington
County’s
so-called
rum ring has come to grief, 10 of its
14 alleged members already being
behind the bars. Enforcement is
probably not so much of a farce in
their eyes as jt used to be.*

“We’ll tell the world”
That the Ladies* Umbrellas we

are selling for $3.85 and $4.85 are
the biggest values we have shewn

in a long time.

All silk in all the popular shades,
short stub handles, ten ribs, some
with black frames, others with

Ore is reminded by the date on
the window cards that the Chapman
^Concert is close at hand. Mr. Chap
man and his artists will he wel
come. as these concerts are unique,
and have grown to lie an established
nfusical event in this city. The fes
tival choruses deserve great credit
for their loyalty by studying tach
year the great master music of the
programs for the festivals in Bangor,
Lewiston and Portland, and these
concerts are given to stimulate and
to assist them in their local ex
penses, so the public is helping a local
interest of which all should be proud.
Tickets at $1.00 are on sale by mem
bers of Wight Philharmonic Society,
at H. II. Cije's and the North Na
tional Bank. The date is Thursday,
■March 19, at the First Baptist church.

in the Knox and Lincoln League tomorrow night, when it faces Cam
den High in Camden. Their Rock
land game was a very evenly
matched contest, and there will !>e
Just as tnuch vim in tomorrow night’s
battle as though both teams were
contenders for the pennant.
• • * •
Saturday afternoon is sure to see
a big crowd at The Arcade, for the
Westbrook High School girls are
playing a return game here, and.
stating it mildly, the Rockland girls
are looking for revenge- They were
badly beaten in Westbrook, but the
game was played In a very small hall
where the visitors had scarcely room
to make up their minds. When the
Westbrook lassies get to cavorting
around The Arcade they are apt to
find it quite a different proposition.
The game will begin at 3 o’clock, and
neighbors will think a cyclone is in
progress.

Opp. Studley’s

Startling Values Now Offered!
ADVANCE SPRING STYLES
The pick of a manufacturer’s fine stock—Every pair is New, fashionable
and just right for spring wear
.

ALL STYLES
in
WIDE VARIETY

Takes Sensational 16-12 Bas
ketball Game From High
School Faculty.

Full Selecfton
Grey Suedes
Black Suedes
_ Black. Satins
Patent Leathers

The ‘Gypsy,” a charming new
design of extreme grace

$,

The

‘Morey"—smart

step-in

pumps, in attractive combina

tions.

Any woman can find •
here just the shoe
she wants in color,
size and style.

All Style
Heels

The ''Helene," a handiome one-

'

st.-ap novelty

The “'De Graffe,” newest spring

design in varied celections.

Remarkable Savings on Boys’ and Girls’ STURDY SHOES

MOTHERS!

ONLY
300 PAIRS’
s.

Finest Kiddies’ and

Children’s Shoes for
spring and summer.

EXTRA SPECIAL

Dr. Edward Mansfield, who was
Goals Fouls Pts.
Flanagan, rf .............. 3
0
6 and very touch liked there, died sudJameson, if................. 1
0
2 artdver y much liked there, died sud00 de'nly In Millinocket, March 4, cf
Freeman, rf ............... 0
0
He
Fowler, e .. ................ 0
1 I
I1 heart disease, aged 49 years.
afi graduated from the University of
Libby, c ...................... 0
0
q! Maine in the class of 1889. After
Flanagan, c..........- 0
0 serving for four years as chemist at
Why pot try Ward's Bread, 12c. Marsh, rg ................ 0
0 the Maine Experiment Station he
Kent, rg ................... 0
at The Payson Co.—adv.
0 'entered the Cornell Medical School,
Parsons, c .............. 9
being gradated In 1907. He prac
.. 3
Spring Coats arriving daily at Wiggin. lg
ticed in Bangor for a time and for
CUTLER-COOK CO—adv.
15 the last Seven years has been phy
sician for the Nreat Northern Pai>er
Lincoln Midgt
Co. end in general practice there.
Wood, rf ................... 1
0,
Dr, Mansfield was a Knight TempHall, rf ..................... 0
0 ’ lar, 32d degree Mason and Shriner.
Wilband. rf............... 0
<5J Surviving are his wrfe and two young
Jacobs, If ..............
0
a. ' anna
Woodward, If .......... 0
Rines c ...............
0
WERT HARBOR QUARRY
Pinkham. c ................. 0
SCIENTISTS
West, rg ................... 0
We are now showing Kid Boots
F. W. Bernard, president of BoothSAY WE
Rprowl, rg ................. 0
sweaters with the white Van Heusen
ay
Harbor
Construction
Co,,
and
H.
ARE WHAT Hail, lg ..................... 1
I. Comey of the Standard Crayon Co. Collars and Cuffs. CUTLER-COOK
EAT. NUTS C,a mage, lg ............... 9
were In Boothbay last week, to make Co.—adv.
arrangetoents to open the stone
UST BE A
quarty at West Harbor. The com
'COMMONER
Referee, Wotton.
pany has purchased the fine drilling
* ♦ * *
IET THAN
Camden Y. M. C. A. and Rockland equipment used at the East Coast
[WE HAD
Team No. 4 howled the second game Shipbuilding plabt and later by the
of their series at the Star alleys last Reed-Cook Marine Construction Co.
HOUGHT.
For the Arrest and Conviction of
night and the home team won by tre and will lit out with more machinery
the party who stole two propellers,
mendous margin of 183 pins. Sulli for drilling. Frank O. Blake of
Bdolhbay who was foreman last year,
three carburetors, hard grease
van was high man for Rockland, and
Morin led the Camden forces. Milli will be lethal manager.

285 Pairs of Ladies’ $5 and $6 Shoes
All Styles—But Not AH Heels

$1.95

HUB SHOE STORE

BILL'BARBEIS

286 MAIN ST.

Opp. V. F. Studley Inc

SAYS

brass.
Good values in Men’s Umbrel

las, ten ribs, $2.00, $3.00 and $3.50.

Gregory’s

$100 REWARD

gan's 121 was the highest string.
The score:

A male mosquito is not hard to
understand, the scientists say, but
his better half has 'em stumped.
Scientists may 1. mystified, but we
have always felt the point.

Shields .
Jacobs
Glidden .
Sullivan
Milligan

The Payson Co. is selling Ward's
Bread. 12 cents—adv.

75—451
A riot ot colors in New Spring
88—445
Dresses now on display at CUTLER85— 397
86— 170 COOK CO.—adv.
74—450
433 435 408 2177

BUICK AND CADILLAC

92
91
95
94
86

ROCKLAND AUTO SHOW
SPACE 14, 15, 25, 26

of the tides in the Bay of Fundy and wa
tert •djtreht thereto.
29-31
fMDBRir.K W. HINCKLEY, Chairman
HEBBtRT B. HOLMES. Secretary

Mexico High is the favorite to win
LEGAL AFFAIRS
tlie Bates basketball tourney which
The Committee on Legal Affairs will give a
will he held in Lewiston Friday und
ubllc hearing in its tooiws at the State
ouse. in Augusta, on
Saturday. The other teams are:
March 18. 1925, 2 p
Westbrook High. Westbrook: Edward nnWEDNESDAY.
the following:
I Little High, Auburn; Catholic High,
«. P. 858. H. D. 203 An Act to amend
Portland; South
Portland High, section 18 of chapter 51 of tlie Revised
as amended by chapter 23 of the
South Portland; Jordan High, Lew Btatrttes
Ihiblle lanws of 1919 relating to proxies
iston; Thornton Academy, Saco and
8. P. 294 An Act to amend section 18 of
Stephens High, Rumford. Rockport chaPt^f U$. of the Revised Statutes as amend
by chapter 85 of the Public Laws of 1917
I High, winner of the Knox and Lin-; ed
delating to fees payable to Registers of Deeds.
coin championship, lias been selected,
H. P. 888. H. D 213. An Act relating to
as alternate, playfng in (lie event any; the relief of poor dehters.
ft.• FP. *20.
920. H. D 233 An Act relating to
w iii)
“
of the regular teams fails to show
npj
' a land take* for parks, squares, ptiblic libraries
Rockland High plays Its last game

30*31

JUDVCIAftV

R

31&33

F. H. MALONEY

TTie Committee on Judiciary will give a

79 93 83 90—437 public hearing in its roomo at the State
86 105 95 86—463 House, In Augusta. on
FRIDAY. March 13, 1925, 2 p. m. on the
96 97 102 94—484 following::
103 93 99 112—501
S. D. No. 110 An Act to Incorporate Dex
121 86 84 98—475 ter P Cooper to develop and utilize the power

458 485 474 463 480 2360

cups and gasoline pipes from my
power boat “Rover” at South
Thomaston.

LEGISLATIVE notices

Team No. 4

12c.

286 Main Street

FORTY CLUB WINS

Rockland Midgets

Packard ... 90 79
Wilbur .... 104 90
Bracy ......... 86 71
Morin ........ 96 104
Roy n ton

.The government proposal desig
nating March 29 as Presidential elec
tion day In Germany and April 26
for a second ballot if one were neces
sary for the election of a successor
to the late President Ebert was
adopts by the Reiclisiag Monday
without debate. The bill a|...... inliug
Dt. Walter Simons, acting president,
had its second reading in the Reich
stag under the opposition of the Na
tional Socialists and Communists.

BARGAINS in footwear

♦ * ♦ •

There Were grim and awful doings
nt the Arcade Tuesday night when,
unheralded and unsung, the vener
able Forty Club basketball quintet
I later quartet) met and slew the
youthful High School Faculty eight.
The audience was mercifully scant
and got its tull money's worth for
there'was no admission fee. How
ever not Line of the spectators would
have swapped his seat for a World
Series berth during that hour of car
nage, for it included parts of everv
known game- football, polo, hockey,
baseball, mah Jong, poker, the manly
art, blind man’s huff and smatterings
of basketball.
The Forty Club outfit numbered
among ltR ancients and honorable.*
W. H. Rhodes, Arthur F
I.imb,
Thomas H. Chisholm, F. A. TIrrell
and (Capt.) L. B. Cook. They played
no particular positions. In the High
School battalion were such celebrities
Trafton, 1-f ............... 3
1
Bird, K ....................... 0
0
0 as .Athletic Director Philip A. Jones,
Principal Alden Watts Allen, BaseFlanagan. If ............ 4
Greene, c ................ 3
0
# hall coach Sawln, Alpifeus Whitte
more, Cross and others. Some evil
Maxey, rg
h ■ minded person even put Referee.
Rounds, rg
Wotton and Timer Phillips in the
Fein, rg ..
lineup.
Murphy, lg
The ldg feature of the game was
26 Phil Jones' flying tackle of Arthur
12
2
lximb which
spectators
thought
Lincoln Academy
would permanently settle the ques
Goals Fouls
tion of ah exit on the north wall of
Baker, rf ....................
2
0
the Arcade. Bill Rhodes played WithGough. If x............. 2
1
7 +out his glasses remembering with
Giles, c . N............... 3
1
0 J extreme misgivings a-recenl golf exDodge, rg . \............. 0
0
(i | perience. TIrrell and Allen played
Pendleton, lg ...... 0
0
(i in their old time form, with variaRobinson, lg .............. 0
0
— r tions, as did the others. The duel
7
2
16 I was between the mighty Jones and
Score, Rockland High 26. Lincoln the crafty captain of the Fortarians
Academy 16.
Referee, Spear of who finally Cooked the Directors
Bath. Timers. Davies and Libby goose. To return good for evil, coach
Scorers, Richards and Benson.
"•«. Jones substituted in the Forty Club
team, when one of the ancients collapsed 'during the last period. A
The Midgets' Game
The Rockland Midgets, who may 4 word wouldn't be out of place here
well be classed as "white hopes.’ about that last period either Capt.
again proved their mettle last nigtrt, C«(ok himself is authority for the
by defeating the Lincoln Midgets IS statement that Timer Phillips slept
to 6. Rome of the players are vest a solid half hour during that last live
pocket size—little, but oh my ! Lin minutes.
The Anti score Was—Forty Club 16.
coln had one youngster about the
size of a big milk can, but we’ll High School Faculty 12. Five 5I roadcast to the world that* he was a mlnute periods were played.
hummer. One specially clever goal
bR. Edward mansfield
was made hy Wiggin- The ecore:

A Boston Miss who was held up by
gbnmen saved the $1800 payroll
which she was carrying by laughing
at them. This isn't the first time
man has been disarmed by a wo
man's smile.

THE GERMAN ELECTION

Dub Shoe Store Deal Savings

The General Electric team of Lynn.
Mass., composed of Otho Record,
Clyde Record and other star athletes
comes to Rockland March 27. There
will be a preliminary game.

Camden Y. M. C. A.

Ward's Bread is good Bread.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 12, 1925.

and playgrounds

31-33

3. BLALM: M0RK1S0N, Sec

20 PER CENT
We give regularly until
further notice 20 PER
CENT OFF the marked
selling price on every
article in our store, includ
ing Stoves.

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

——

J. A. JAMESON CO.
SPECIAL FOR BALANCE OF THE WEEK
Very Fancy Young Fowl, lb........................... 35c
This is a very fancy iot of fowl—th^y woujd almlost
sell for chickens

Nice Potatoes, peck . . . .30c; bushel . . . ;$1.00

Fresh Spinach, peck.......................................... 40c
Carined California Spinach^, can 25c; 3 cans 60c
Clean and nice ,

Th?.Celebrated Johnson Beans, qt. 25c; pk. $1.90
Niqe Pea Beans, quart........... ......................... 20c
One pound jars Imported Marmalade, jar. , . . 32c
1 ro. pails Peanut Butter.................................30c
In a fancy pail for the kiddies

Canned Pumpkin, can..................................... i 8c
a Makes delicious pies

Nice Cranberries, qqart..................................... 25c
Home Made Cucumber Pickles, lb................... 20c

J. A. JAMESON CO.

L. MARCUS
313-31* MAIN ST.

TEL. 748-J

130-tf

OUR WANT ADS. WORK WONDERS^

THE

TALK OF THE TOWN

BASKETBALL

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EENtt
March 13—Child Guest day, Xublneteta
Club
March 16— Rockport Town Meeting.
March 16—Owl's Head town meeting.
March 16 (10 a m.|—Warren adjourned
town meeting.
March IT—St. Patrick’s Bay.
March 18—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men’s League
March 18—Chicken pattie luncheon at Con
gregational church.
March 18-21—Rockland Automobile and
Radio Show at the Arcade
March 18-19—State Convention of D. A.R
In Bangor.
•
March 19—Chapman Mtgcert in First Bap
tist church.
March 19—Masquerade dance at the Coun
try (Tub.
March 19-20—Benefit Minstrels In Rock
port
March 20—-Address by B. C. Redonnet, of
Wiscasset, auspices Women’s Educational
Club, in Methodist vestry.
March 21—Civil Service Examination at
Rockland Post Office.
March 21—Young Folks’ convention at
Methodist church, Rockland.
March 21—First day of spring.
March 22-Aprils.—Singing revival, First
Baptist church.
March 25—Class of ’21 High School Bene
fit Dance—Arcade.
March 30—Thomaston town meeting.
March 31. April 1-3—Farmers’ Week at the
Cdllege of Agriculture.
April 2— Thomaston—Easter Fair at Con
gregational church.
April 3—Rockport—“Cheer
Up Chad,”
auspices of Dumulquas class of Baptist 8. 8.
at Union hall.
April 7—Knox County Supreme Court con
venes.
April 12—Easter Sunday.
April 22-27—Annual conference of Metho
dist Eniscopal Churches in Augusta.
May 10—Mothers’ Day.

THE GAME OF THE YEAR

ROCKLAND GIRLS
VS.

KBTBR0OK GIRLS
AT THE ARCADE

SATURDAY
3:00 O’CLOCK

Come Up arid See the R. H. S. Lassies Finish the
Season Right
Admission - - - - 50 Cents
8S-BS5

Ebner L. Cook and Clara L. MoulLewis B. Clark is one of the seven
den, both of this city, have /lied mar- University of Maine Seniors elected
riage Intentions.
to Phi Beta Kappa.

The offices of the Court Ifhuse were
One more week of sehool, and then
closed yesterday afternoon while the
the spring mud vacation.
funeral of former County Attorney
A supply of concrete posts to be H. L. Withee was being held in
<
used for rpail boxes, has been re Rockport.
ceived at the Post Office.
Guy E. Torrey of the Executive
The Economy Fruit Store on Park Council was a visitor in the city
street recently damaged by fire will Monday. He represents the district
be reopened -Saturday, repairs having with which Knox County is affiliated
and Is a resident of Bar Harbor.
been made in double quick time.
Legion members and Auxiliary
members are again urged to attepd
the banquet tonight at G.30 at the'
Legion hall. Immediately after the
banquet the past commanders will
be awarded their past commander
haflgeft.

Yesterday was Jonathan S. Gard
ner’s first anniversary as commis
sioner of public works. That populai*
olficlal celebrated the event by or
dering out the street crew and clean
ing the Main street paving, from
which almost the last vestige of icie
and snow had disappeared. The con
dition was in marked contrast to the
wintry ones which prevailed when he
look office.
Rockland Lodge, B.P.O.E., held its
annual meeting (Monday night, elect
ing these officers: Exalted Ruler,
George
W.
Bachelder;
Leading
Knight, Roy L. Knowlton; Loyal
Knight, Dr. William Ellingwood
secretary. Wallace E. Spear; treas
urer. A. II. Jones; tiler, W. B. Mit
chell; Trustee. C. W. Proctor; repre
sentative to the Grand Lodge, Elisha
W. Pike; alternate, Everett A. Da
vis.

•We are now showing Kid Boots
sweaters with the white Van Heusen
(Mllars and Cuffs. CUTLER-COOK
Co.—adv.

President Coolidge: ‘•We
have and propose to be
more and more American
—if we have any destiny
—we have found it in
that direction.”
—Ku Klux Kian.

last year. Court decree
couples, women being
32 of the cases. Cruel
treatment was specified
cipal cause for divorce.

separated 4<i
William I’. Gray, president of the
libellants in
and abusive Maine and New Hampshire Theatres
as the prin Cnnvpany is seriously ill at a hos
pital in Baltimore. He wap on his
way hurtle from Florida, where he
The remains of Maynard Sprowi, went several weeks ago for his
who Was killed In a Taunton, Mass., health, when he is reported to have
automobile accident Sunday, arrived suffered a serious turn for the worse.
in this city Tuesday night, and
were escorted to the Burpee funeral
Kennebec Journal: “The Rockland
parlors by about 25 members of Courier-Gazette reports from South
Rockland Lodge of Elks. The body Thomaston that: 'Two wild geese
rested In a steel casket enclosed in were seen • flying north Thursday
a copper coffin, the combined weight morning.
Everybody hopes thei*
being such that eight men handled Judgment is sound.' Two were Seen
it with difficulty. Josepm.W»oflayer flying south from the Kennebec
came with the remains.
Journal office on the same day. We
wonder which two were in the right.”
A former Rockland residWt sends At this writing it looks as though
a cartoon from a I.os Angeles paper. The Courier-Gazette geese were pos
It represents a portly gentleman sessed of the better judgment.
standing on the piazza of a Back
East residence saying: ‘‘Well, we may
Front the Portland Evening Ex
have tornadoes and elecirir storms, press conics the following item .il
but we don’t have —.’’ The next lustrative qf the confidence tVestpicture shows the house In ruins and hrook feels in her ability to beat the
the Word “Earthquakes" .YMnpIetes local basketball sextet here Saturday:
the unfinished sentence. Th^caption "The Westbrook High lassies, headed
Of the cartoon is: “People 3ho live by Coach Milton Philhrook. will in
in glass houses shoiililnjt have vade Knox county next Saturday af
shocks." That is pretty gSoiI, and ternoon when they play a return
the only rejoinder we can tlitsk of is game with Rockland High. West
that cities which have earfflquukes j brook won the first/game 43 to 12.
shouldn't lav their destruction wholly and expects to repeat next Saturday,
to fire.

AUTOMOBILE
SHOW
MARCH IE, U, 19, 21
—At the—

ARCADE

COBB’S
\

When the spring term of" school
opens ail nf the de)«irtments of the
new High School building will be
occupied..

Dr. Lyman Richards of Boston ad
dressed the Knox County Medical
Society at Tuesday night’s banquet.
Thorndike Hotel. His subject was:
“The Manner of Determining the
Presence of Foreign Matters In the
Are you clever at solving cross- Lungs."
word puzzles? If s<t try your luck
on the Claire Windsor puzzle on page
The funeral services of the late
and receive free theatre tickets
providing your answers reach The William A- Williams will be held In
Courier-Gazette
office
promptly the Universalist church at 2 o’clock
this afternoon. Rev. C. A. Knicker
enough.
bocker and Rev. W. S. Rourtdg are
Clerk of Courts Griffin has for officiating. It will be a Masohic
warded to the federal government the funeral, with Claremont Command
Knox County divorce statistics for ery as escort.

ROCKLAND
\
6

NATIVE VEAL, PORK, FOWL AND CHICKENS, LAMB, CORNED BEEF,
CORNED SPARERfflB, LEAN PORK, OUR OWN SAUSAGE

DELICIOUS CANNED AND SALTED GREENS
FRESH SPINACH AND BEET GREENS
RIPE TOMATOES
"
CUCUMBERS
LETTUCE
NEW ASPARAGUS STRAWBERRIES
CELERY
GREEN PEPPERS
SWEET POTATOES

NORTHERN SPY APPLES, 50: a PECK—Best for Eating

ALL KINDS OF FRUIT

SEEDS
our new seeds have arrived

QUAL!TY

NEW

POSTAL

COBB’S

SERVICE

NOT HOW CHEAP, BUT HOW GOOD

RATES

Special This Week

Go Into Effect April 15—Information You Ought To
Know—Clerks and Carriers Made Happy.
When the mails come into Rockland 1 may be forewarned a Courier-ViaPost Office Saturday there will be«eM* reporter yesterday quizzed
Postmaster Blethen as to the effect
nobody more interested in the con
they will have:
tents than the men who handle them.
First Class: The regulation postal
Be it known that the clerks and car- [ cards remain at 1 cent but postcards
riers have been Kian ted their long which are the product of other than
sought increase, and are now about the governmen-t presses wilt require
to receive their back pay, dating from a 2-cent stamp.
Jan. 1st. The increase for all of the
Second Claes: The pound rate for
Rockland employes who ure under publishers' mall matter is unchanged
civil service is $300 a year, whieh flir Zones 1, 2 and 3, is Increased for
brings their annual compensation up Zones 4 and 5, and is decreased for
to $2100. This should enable them Zones C, 7 and 8.
to buy a Rolla-'Royce apiece and
Third Class: Mail matter which
spend their vacation at Atlantic City. | used to he 1 cent for 2 ounces will he
Be that as it may, Postmaster 114 cents for lip to the weight of 8
Bleth/h’s crew is a mighty efficient ounces whert it becomes parcel post.
and accommodating one, and every
Fourth Class: Rates will lie the
patron of the office will congratulate same except that- there will lie a 2them on achieving their desire.
cent charge on all packages other
The veteran of the staff Is assistant than those which are collected on
Postmaster Henry C. Chutto who R. F. D. routes.
joined Unco Sam’s forces in 1889.
Special delivery matter will re
Comes next John H. Flanagan, whose main 10 cents up to 2 poimds. From
name first appeared on the rolls in 2 pounds to 10 pounds it will lie 15
1894, and who has worked up from rents, and over 10 pounds it will be
a salary of $400 a year. George T. 20 cents. There will also be a apeSteward and E. S. May rank third cial carrying service for the fourth
and fourth, having come on in 1899 class matter particularly fragile
and 1903 respectively. The “hahy’’ of goods, with a rate of 26 cents.
the force is Edward- Sansom, who has
The money order charge which has
been on the payroll since October been 3 cents up lo $2.50 will become
1923.
5 cents; from $2.50 up to $5 it will
There are no men among the car become 7 cents. From that point it
riers who can actually he called vet remains about the same as now up
erans. The deans of the pedestrians to $00. from which sum up to $80 the
are Maurice O. Wilson and Charles ‘charge will he 20 cents instead of 22.
H. Walker, who have been wearing From $80 to $100 the charge will he
gray uniforms since 1903.
h'cduced from 30 cents to 22 cents.
• • • *
If you use the moils much cut out
Postal rate changes go into effect the above Information. It will save
April 15, and in order that the public you asking many needless questions.
Golden Rod Chapter. O. E.
will
meet Friday evening with circle sup
per IB charge of the men.

Warren votes Mondny on thp ques
tion 6f buying an efficient chemical
fire engine; the contest arising over
the recent bad fires.

ON FIVE.COUNTS

•David Gokfcerg Held By
Waltham .Court After
Fatal Auto Accident.

Arraigned Monday on charges nf
manslaughter,
operating so as to en
Xfrs. J. H. Flanagan lhas .some
articles found during Community danger the lives of the public, operat
Fair which may be obtained on re ing without a license,X“>ng away af
quest at her home, 41 Willow street. ter an accident without making him
self known, an&wlth violation of the
> An Inventory of the estate of the Raliy Volstead act/ David Goldberg
late Arthur S.- Littlefield has Just
been filed in Probate Court.
The was held in $2,000 bail after appear
value of the estate is placed at ing in the Waltham Court,
i His case, which was continued un$165,000.
I til March 25, is a result of the fatal
-accident on South street. Weston,
Children are cautioned against (, early Sunday morning, in which tinswinging on electric guy wires. The two
,
RtUman sisters, Bessie and Fan
practice not only serves to disar- I ,nie, of Revere, were killed.
range the wire system, but is dan
Miss Ida Goldstein of Back City,
gerous for those who engage In it.
who figured in the same accident, is
-----i in a precarious condition at the N’ewRockland High School Midgets , ton Hospital, suffering from the efhave challenged the High School sec- feels of a fracture of tlie skull. Hopes
ond team and will play as a prelimi- are held out for her recovery. She
nary to the Westbrook girls’ game: was in the machine wi:h tlie ButSaturday afternoon.
The Midgets I man sisters and Goldberg.
Will start at 2.30 and the Westbrook
Goldberg told the police that angame at 3.00.
'.other man in the car, whom he knew
■ ■ ■■
Lonly as “Pearson" disappeared after
“Nobody ever considered me asl the accident.
a dentist, yet I frequently set and ex- I The Middlesex Grand Jiny visited
tract teeth. This morning I set the scene of the auotmoliile tragedy
three” paid Orel E. Davies yesterday, by orders of District Attorney Arthur
commenting on the flood of wooden- K. Reading.
State officers O’Neil and Sherlock,
works clock repairing that has
acting under orders of District Atswamped him of late.
tortiey Reading, also went over tlie
A couple of boys and a boy of ma- scene of the crffRh and the Mansion
turer years ran amuck with a paint inn, from which the two sisters amt
brush and a pot of copper paint at their party were returning, when the
the Ga/nagie raKlway recently and taccident occurred.
District attorney Reading stated
several l>oats suffered. Rocks were
tltrown io some cases, denting one hat the case had been officially
or two craft. Marshal Davis was called to his attention, and that he
notified and has the offenders pretty had the Jury view -the scene so that
it would be familiar with the case
well lined up already.
in event It comes to them from the
"Rather surgery than osteopathy." lower court.
The State officers’ investigation is
laughingly said ft. H. Crie, referring
fo the Item in the Tuesday issue of
this paper which told of his work on
the Burpee Furniture Co. signs. The
big signs were flayed In the Crie Sign
Hospital, and a complete new exte
rior coat given before final treatment
could begin.

“Peggy” the Thorndike Hotel’s
canine pet is a friend of everybody,
but especially devoted to Frank C.
Fields the much liked day clerk, and
accontpanying him to and from his
Water street residence on each trip.
When she sees Mr. Fields don hLs
hat it Is the scene of immediate ac
tivity on “Peggy’s" part. She does
not confine this activity to merely
thumping the floor with her tail, hzt
trots to where he keeps bis overshots, and brings them to him one
by one. Attempts have -been made
to fool her by placing other rubbers
or overshoes where Mr. Fields keeps
his. Nothing doing. “Peggy” keeps
up the search until her adopted’
master's foot gear is found. This is
The funeral services of the late
but one instance of Peggy’s educa Maynard Sprowi. who was killed in
tional prowess.
an automobiiegaccident in Taunton,
Mass., Sunday, were held yesterday
The Payson Co. Is selling Ward's af the Elks Home, where gathered
Bread. 12 cents—adv.
mfcny members of that fraternity and
other friends.
Sorrow over the
Spring Coats arriving daily at tragedy fdUnd expression In great
CUTLER-COOK CO—adv.
numbers of flora! tributes. Rev. Eu
gene V. Allen of the Methodist church
officiated and the Elks ritual services
Were conducted by the exalted ruler.
Dr. W. H. Sanborn. The bearers
were Joseph Soffayer, Austin Rich
ardson. Joseph Walker, John Keene.
Francis Seville and Donald Leach
The remains Were placed in tlie re
ceiving tomb at Sea View cemetery.

EVERY CUT IN FANCY WESTERN BEEF

x
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Every-Other-Day

The second number of the Pine
Cone, the official bulletin of the Fell- j
erated B. & P. W’. Clubs of Maine. |
has Juet appeared. All huts off to the
energetic neighbor club In Belfast .
which in the Hist year has earned and
disbursed over $4000, has a scholar
ship fund of over $200; has furnished
a teachers' rest room in the new
Crosby High School: has set aside $90
with which to furnish milk for nine
needy school children for one year; i
and bopght a health bond during a1
recent drive, it is the valuable civic
work of such clubs as this which
makes-Maine a leader inji. & 1’. W.
Club* and has been.rt^e reason for
choosing Portland as the meeting
place for the July National Conven
tion of some 2500 delegates.
The Rockland & Rockport Relief
Association gave its patrons a very
good time in Temple hall Tuesdny
night and added a nice substantial
sum to its treasury. John Robert
Adams, president of the association,
had charge of the program, which
consisted of these numbers: "How
Do You Do?" John Dan Shepherd:
“Blue-Eyed Sally.” Walter Nutt:
“Mammy." Arthur Sullivan; “The Pal
That I Loved Stole the Girl That I
Loved," Carleton Porter; “What Will
I Do?" Ira Curtis and Prentiss Ayl
ward: “The Rosary" and “O Sole
Mio,” and “All For You," Miss Gladys
Jones. For the success of the affair
much credit is due Everett Libby
und the competent committee which (
assisted him.

A riot of colors In

New Spring |

DFesses flow oh dteplay at CU1PLBR
COOK CO.—arfv.

DANCE

Friday Erg., Mar. 13

RUGS AND INLAID LINOLEUM
8
3
1
1
1
2
1
2
I
I
I

Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular

Rugs, 9x12.
Rugs, 9x12.
Rug, 9x12.
Rug, 9x12.
Rug, 9x12.
Rugs, 9x12.
Rug, 9x12.
Rugs, 8-3x10-6.
Rug, 8-3x10-6.
Rug, 8-3x10-6.
Rug, 9x9.

Good Time

DON’T FORGET

DANCE
ODD FELLOWS HALL

Friday Night
Marsh’s
Five-Piece Orchestra
Th

V. F. STUDLEY INC.
ROCKLAND,

PERRYS MARKETS

the grand jury.

HAS A NEW PASTOR

Rev. llenry A. White has been
called by tlie Baptist churches of
Owl’s Head and Asti Point and will
lake up his new pastorate the latter-,
part of the present month.
Mr.
White has lived on Pine street for
several years past and lias built up
a wide circle of friends. His work
here has bean largely in connection
with the various activities of the Lit
tlefield Memorial chlircla locally and
in its West Rockport’ and other
branches. Mr. White met his new par
ishioners last week and found them en
thusiastic and ready’ to put new spir,lt into the religious life of the com
munities.
Sunday is the day the evangelistic
campaign opens at Littlefield Memor
ial church, Rev. O. W. Stuart, who
has had much experience in evange
listic work, will deliver three of his
best sermons on Sunday, Mondav
and Tuesday evenings. Mrs. Hoy II.
hort will assist with the singing so
the series will be well started when
Mr- Short arrives on Wednesday to
remain over two Sundays. Services
will be held in the church auditorium
every evening except Saturday from
March 15 to March 29.

EGGS

NEW
LAID ^^DOZ.

FRESH NATIVES- DIRECT FROM THE FARM

FINNAN HADDIES
15c Pound

St. John ALEWIVES I
8c Each )

| New Smoked by Deep Sea

Great Big Fat Fellows

A Product of Rockland

PURE

Sweet As a Nut

MAPLE

SYRUP

QUART 75c; PINT 40c; HALF PINT 25c
First Run—Direct from the Tree to Our Store
[Pure Lard, lb............ 21c

Corned Sparerib, lb. 18c 1

(Salt Pork, lb.............. 22c

Compound, lb.......... 15f

1855

SPINACH pk. 35c

1925

:: Memorials::,
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.

ARMOUR’S ALUMINUM OATS 29c

WALDOBORO, ME.

BORN
Achorn Rockland, at
Britt
Maternity
Hour*, March 10, to Mr. anti Mrs. Ernest
Achorn of Thomaston, a son Richard Lowell.
Mills- Rockland. March 8, to Mr and Mrs
Albert II. Mills,
soil.
Bulk Vlnalhaven. March 8 to Mr. anil
Mrs. ThonuH l’ulk, a son.
Nelson--Vinalhaven, March 9, to Mr. and
Mrs John Nelson, a son.
Plummer East Union, March a, to Mr.
and IMrs. Frank l’lununer, a son -Chester
Mayo.

MARRIED
Norwood-Newman Portland, March 8, Roy
Norwood and Miss Avis Newman, both of
Warren.

DIED

CARD OF THANKS
Tin 11. * It llelkf A,s,.i'iill|i.ll wLsIlts to
rxii-nil ils thank., .iml ai'iiwliitlnn m all
those who aaMaRd in their kmm eaterUMment amt dance.
♦
Robert Adams, President.
CARD OF THANKS
1 wish to express my sincere thanks to the
Lead a IIami -Society, the l’.chekah Liwtgcs ;
also neighbors and friends fffr their many
kindnesses during my stay at Knox Hospital.
Ada Wellman.
March 11, 1925.
*

Why mil try Ward’s Bread.
at The Payson Co. adv.
Spring Coals at••ivmg daily
CUTLER-COOK Co adv.

12c.

at

Large Package—A Premium In Each Package
VERY LOW PRICE—BIG VALUE

WATER GLASS
Large Can 20c

CRAB MEAT
35c Can

Eggs Are Cheaper

Finest Quality

CRANBERRIES, 2 quarts............................ 25c
STRAWBERRIES, while they laJt, box ... 53c
CUCUMBERS, Long Green, each.................. 20c
CAULIFLOWER, good size, fresh................ 35c

UTTER 42c SUGAR 7c
Cut From Tub
Any Amount

Looks Higher
Buy a Little

FOWL, 35c
Limited Supply
Buy Early

ICEBURG LETTUCE, head........................... 15c
SLICED PINEAPPLE, large can.................... 28c
SMOKED SHOULDERS........................ 17c, 19c
DATES—Tresh goods, 2 lbs....................... ’.. 25c
BEEF OR PIG LIVERS, lb........................... . 15c
STEW BEEF, very lean, tender, lb.............. . 20c
PEERLESS FLOUR, sack.......................... $1.45

GRAPE FRUIT, each...................................
SEEDED RAISINS, 3 pkgs........................... . 25c
EXCELSIOR COFFEE, lb.............................

LAMB

CASH AND CARRY
SAVE THE DIFFERENCE

Get Measured NOW
For Your

EASTER

VEAL

GEORGE A. WOOSTER MARKET
free Delivery

SUIT

Easter falls on April 12th

Suit or Top-Coat as low as

SATURDAY ONLY
3 "Large Loaves Consolidated Bread for 25c

TefcfihoiW 600

80 TILLSON AVE.

428 MAIN STREET

FRESH, CRISP, CLEAN—Lowest Price in Town

Spinach Greens, peck 45c. Beet Greens, peck 45c
Iceburg Lettuce....................................... 1 3c, 20c
Celery...................................................... 30c, 35c
Ripe Tomatoes................................................ 35c
Cauliflower, head................................... ... • 35c
Squash................. 6c. Parsnips.................... 10c
Carrots ................................................................. 6c
Strawberries (if good)
Swift’s Premium Ham, 8 to 10 lbs. ................35c
Fowl, native...................................................... 35c
PORK

MAINE

fur the purpose of getting at the facts
in tlie case while they arc flesh, in ||
tlie event of tlie case being one for !

SPRING VEGETABLES

BEEF

Patterns that are

Tapestry Rugs, in 9x12 size, from.......................................... $10.00 to $26.00
Velvet Rugs, $45.00 quality...................................................................... $32.00
8-3x10-6 for...............................................................................................$30.00
All Grass Rugs.................................'................................. *............ 50% Discount
Rag Rugs................................... 98c.
Inlaid Linoleum, yard............... $1.50

Forhan—Rochester. Minn.. March 8, Henry
L Forhan, formerly of Camden.
Jameson—Boston, March X, Walter L. Jame
son, formerly of Rockland, aged 65 years.
Mansfield- MIHinocket, March 4. l)r. Ed
ward M«in:<fleld, formerly of North Haven,
aged 49 years.
Brastow Athbridgc, Pa., March 2, William
T liras: ow, a native of iKockport.

Come and Have a

week.................. $45.00
week................. 38.00
week................. 42.00
week................. 41.00
week................. 39.00
week................. 31.00
week................. 28.50
week................. 38.00
week................. 26.00
week......... ,. .. 30.00
week................. 37.00

1 hese are all first quality Bigelow Hartford Axminsters.
dropped this spring.

Pleasant Valley Grange

Cbrk’s Orchestra

This
I his
This
This
This
This
This
This
This
This
This

price.. $60.00.
price. . 55.00.
price. . 58.00.
price. . 57.00.
price. . 54.00.
price. . 45.00.
price. . 40.00.
price. . 55.00.
price. . 45.00.
price. . 40.00.
price. 50.00.

Twenty-Five Dollars

G. K. MAYO
TEL. 304-J.

CUSTOM TAILORED CLOTHES
TEN DAY?' DELIVERY

22 MASONIC STREET.

ROCKLAND
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COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

1/6

/J\2/

20

26

124

27

28

J2

37

48
(©, 1>38, Western Newspaper Union.)

Horizontal.

Vertical.

1—Any huge animal or thin*
6—Evil sign
8—Mother
11— Permit
12— Prefix meaning among, beside
14—Deface
16—Prison (slang)
16—Portals
18—Beverage
10—See
21—Ravines
28—Article
24— Makes a mistake
25— Boy’s name
27— Ecclesiastical rule
28— Kingdom
29— A single cut or clip
81— Level
82— Preposition
84—Made possible
86— Preposition
87— Finish
89—One who sticks pieces of wood
together
40— Exclamation denoting disgust
41— A fop
43— Conclude
44— Title
used In
addressing a
gentleman
45— Famous garden
47— Boat propellers
48— What an extremely poor man
has

Solution to Tuesday's Puzzle
SjBjF]y

PiOio;-

oTo*

1— Encountered
2— Preposition
8— East Indian mercenary soldier
4—Two ens
6—Male sheep
6— Short for a butter substitute
7— Humans
9— Grass carpeting
10—Extent
12— Indefinite periods of time
13— Malleable metal
15— Soothe
16— Mending
17— One who growls
19—Enliven
'
21— Old woman
22— In place of
24—Printing measures
26—Consume
30— Colorless
31— Ran
33—One time

85—Group
36—Affected behavior
88—Father
40—Evergreen tree
42—Lair
44—Droop
46— Denial
47— Preposition
The solution nil) appear In next Is’ue.

recitation “The Song of the Flag."
Madeline Blagdon; The Americans'
Creed. Ina Kinney; singing "Ameri
ca," SchoolNotice is called to the minstrel
show next Saturday to be given in
the Grange hall for benefit of Me-,
morial fund. Refreshments will bo
on sale after the performance.

LINCOLNVILLE
•

[CjEiPlElHiTISl

ST. GEORGE
Capt. F. O. Hilt of Matinicus Rock
light station was a recent guest at
Airs. Nellie Kinney's.
Aliss Shirley Tabbutt was a caller
at Mrs. Henry Robinson’s Saturday.
Misses Jeanette and Priscilla Rob
inson spent Saturday with their
grandparents, Mr. and Airs. W. J.
Cuddy.
Henry G. Caddy has gone to Wal
doboro where he has employment
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Barter were
Sunday guests of their daughter. Mrs.
Alfred Hocking.
Mrs. Loretta Harrington is ill with
bronchitis. Mrs. Ella Robinson is
taking care of her.
Circle supper Thursday.
Last Friday Temperance Day was
observed in the school with the fol
lowing program: Sfh-ipture reading;
prayer for our country by the teacher,
Aliss Gladys E. Bowen; letter of Gov
ernor. Catheryn Smalley; paper on
W. C. T. U., Marie Hilt; paper on Neal
Dow. Andrew Jacobson; paper on
Frances E. Willard; Marianne Gilchrest; salute to the flag, school;

YOUR

BAKING

comes out
RIGHT

Miss Carrie Drinkwater, who has
been teaching school in Canaan, ar
rived home for the spring vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Allie Allen who have
been spending the winter in Cam
den, arrived home Wednesday.
The many friends of Mrs. Myra
Drinkwater who was subjected to
a serious surgical operation at Knox
Hospital, are pleased to hear she is
comfortable as can be expected.
Arno W. Knight visited his sister,
Mrs Nellie Wescott in Camden last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Heal who
have been spending the past few
months in Portland and Boston, ar
rived last week.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Knight enter
tained at whist on Saturday even
ing. Six tables were filled and as
usual a delightful evening passed.
Ice cream, cake and fancy cookies
were served. Listening in on the ra
dio was also a pleasing feature of the
entertaining.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Allen of Cam
den visited L. S. Russ Sunday.
Fred Cole was through town last
week.
Mrs Donald Heal, who has been
having a light run of typhoid fever,
is slowly recuperating.
Dr. Carle
Stevens is the attending physician.
Frank Dickey of New York is af
home on a week’s vacation.

EAST UNION
Miss Sarah Gray is in feeble health
A number from this place attend
ed Knox Pomona at Hope last Sat
urday. There was a pood attendance
and a fine program.
Mrs Julian Snow, who has been
with her daughter, Mrs. C. M. Payson since last October, halg returned
to her home in South Thomaston.
Miss Gretchen Grassow of Hope is
working for Mrs. ^laud Payson.
Mrs. Lizzie Hilt is seriously ill.
F. S. Gould is slowly recovering
from an attack of rheumatism.
After many years of usefulness
the old blacksmith shop owned by
the late E. F. Thomas is being taken
down.

VINALHAVEN
The trustees of Union church ex
pected the pastor of the First Baptist
church of Belfast to till the pulpit
here Sunday, but unfortunately he
cannot be present at this time. It is
assumed that John Whittington will A Gleamy ^lass °’ Hair
preach Sunday morning
Alex Smith has returned from
Portland where he received hospital 35c “Danderinc" does W onders
treatment.
for Any Girl's Hair
F. M. White returned Tuesday from
Brooklyn and Boston where he at
tended the Auto shows.
II. T. Arey has sold his house on
High street to Elmer Simmons.
Star of Hope Lodge. IX).OF. con
ferred the tlrst degree on Kenneth
Raymond Monday evening.
Tiie S. A. C. will hold its second
wrestling exhibition at Alemorlal hall
Friday night.
O. P. Lyons was in Rockland Mon
day on a business trip
Ambrose Peterson left Monday for
Portland.
Charles Robinson was in Rockland
Monday.
Vinalhaven High School Athletic
Association will hold a cake sale at
Union church vestry Saturday after
noon.
.
Miss Blanch Hamilton and Mrs. O.
C. Peaslee entertained the No Name
Club Wednesday evening at the home
of the latter.
D.D.G.M. John Murphy of Rockport,
will inspect Aioses Webster Lodge,
F. & A. M.. at a special meeting, on
Friday evening. The^e will be work
on the Master Alasons Degree. These
ceremonies will be followed by a ban
quet.
The Food Fair will be held at Union
Girls! Try this! When eombing
church vestry Alarch 20, for benefit and dressing your hair, just moisten
of the current expenses of the church. your hair-brush with a little "DanderThere will be a supper at the ine” and brush it through your hair.
Saints' church tonight from 5 to 7 The effect is startling! You can do
o’clock, the proceeds to go toward your hair up immediately and it will
defraying the traveling expenses of appear twice as thick and heavy—a
Elder H. V. Minton, who leaves mass of gleamy hair, sparkling with
March 16 for Independence. Mo., to life and possessing that incomparable
attend the general convention of the softness, freshness and luxuriance.
church of the L. D. S.
While beautifying the hair "D.vnsee*
derine” is also toning anil stimulating

Emma Crockett Hall

With
saddened
heart
friends
learned of the death of Mrs Emma
Crockett Hall, wife of Ivory L. Hall,
which occurred at her home in Bos
ton Alarch 6. Deceased was born in
Vinalhaven, the youngest daughter
of the late Luther and Almina Crock
ett. Most of her life was spent in
this town, where she attended the
public •schools and in social circles
she gave much pleasure in her read
ings. Mrs. Hall was a faithful and
true member of Union Church, of
sweet and lovable nature and she en
deared herself to all who knew her.
not only by these traits, but by many
acts of kindness to those about her.
Her past few years have been spent
in Bath and Boston, where she made
many friends. She will be greatly
missed and her loss is an unusually
heavy one to the immediate family,
who have the sympathy of the en
tire community. The devotion which
she gave her family had its reward in
the affection which they always
showered upon her. Deceased was
a member of Alarguerite Chapter. O.
E. S. and Ocean Bound Rebekah
Lodge. She also belonged to the Si
lent Sisters, in which Club her loss
will be keenly felt.
Besides her
husband she is survived by two sons,
Crockett and Richard. She is also
survived by one sister, Mrs. J. Hol
lis Colemere of Texas, who with Mr.
Hull and sons Crockett and Richard,
accompanied the body from Boston
The deceased was the sister of the
late Dr. G. L. Crockett of Rockland
and Thomaston. On the arrival of
the l)(Nt front Rockland, services
were held in Union Church, Rev. D.
L. Wilson of Bath officiated. The
abundance of floral offerings testi
fied to the love and esteem in which
she was held. Interment was made
in the family lot at Ocean View Cem
etery. H. W. Fifield, I. W. Fifield,
L. W. Sanborn and E. C- McIntosh
were bearers.
....
R. W. Grindle representing the New
.York Life Insurance Co., will be at
the Central House from Friday un
til Monday. Healthy children from
10 years up can get regular Insur
ance policies in his company.—edv.
31-32

NORTH UNION
Robert Esancy was in Union Mon
day on business
Mrs. Ralph Luce is confined to
the house by illness. Dr. Pierpont
of Washington was called.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Leigher of
Union were guests of W. C. Perry
Sunday.
Bennie Edgecomb, who has been
visiting her uncle. Robert Esancy for
the past week, has returned to his
home at Frank Esancy's.
J. B. Dorlty of Allston, Mass., and
his mother, Mrs. Hattie Whitten,
who have passed the winter in Port
land, arrived Monday. Air. Dority
will return to his home . Saturday.
Mrs. Whitten'will temain at her home
for the summer.

UNION

BAKING
POWDER

canned food
ago.
the shill and science this
every can

HATCHET BRAND
CANNED FOODS
150 Kinds
dind you'll save time and money tobuy by the case.

The Payson Co. is selling Ward's
Broad. 12 cents.—adv.

A riot of colors in New Spring
Dresses now on display at CUTLERCOOK CO.—adv.

Eastern Standard Time

’
Trains Leave Rockland for
Augusta. A 57.00a. m . t7 30 a m . tl.Wp. mJ
Bangor. A§7 00a. m., t7.3()a.in . tl l»p m. i
Boston. A57 00a in., f7.30a. n».. fl lOp. m. J
Brunswick. A J7.00a m., t7.30a in., tl .10 p.m.;
t5.30p. ni.
..
Lewiston. A 17.00a. hi., |7.30a. ni., tl.10 p. ui.
New York. tl.10p.ro.
Portland. A57.00a. nit, t7 30a.m.. tl- 10 p.m.,
15.30p. m.
Waterville. A 57.00 am . t7 30a.in., 11,10p.m.
Woolwich. A57.00a.m . t?.30a.m.
|5.3O p. in.
t Daily, except Sunday.
;
A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Wool*
wich.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS,
9-28-24 V. r. & Geu’l Mgr. Gen’l Passenger Ag\

Lou Morrill is a candidate for
second selectman.
Joseph H. Young has .been con
fined to his- home by illness tills
w cek.
Mrs- Stewart Orbeton of West
Rockport was the guest of Mrs.
Walter Carroll Monday.
Mrs. Annie Beane has been spend
ing a few days with her sister, Mrs.
S it all Buzzeil in Simonton.
Rev and Mrs. O. L. Pressey of
Fort Fairfield, Horace Bailey of
Reading, and Frank E. Withee of
South Hamilton, Mass, have been in
town thia week to attend the funeral
of Henry L. Withee.
Lou Morrill is repairing Mrs. Min
nie Piper's store on Main street.
Capt.’A. B. Simmons is confined to
his home by illness.
....

From "The Citizen," printed in
Ambridge l’a., Marcli 2. is clipped
the following: "William T. Brustow, long recognized as one oi
the leading and influential citizens
and business men of Ambridge, died
at noon Saturday in the Presby
terian
Hospital,
Pittsburg.
Mr.
Brastow had been in poor health for
seme months, and on August 13 last,
underwent an operation at that hos
pital for gall stones. The operation
was successful and he returned home
and for a time seemed to be improv
ing and was able to spend a portion
of his time at his business. How
ever, another malady set in and he
returned to the hospital and under
went another operation two weeks
ago today w^icli revealed a condition
which was hopeless. He continued
to gTow weaker until bis death.
Air. Brastow was born at Rock
port, Alaine September 15. 1874. his
parents being Thomas E. and Sarah
Brastow. He received his education
In the public schools and the High
School of Rockport, the Rockland
Commercial College and the Uni
versity of Maine, graduating from the
latter institution in June 1S97 witli
each single hair to grow thick, long Jhe degree of B. C. E. Later he took
and strong. Hair stops falling out post graduate work and received his
and dandruff disappears. Get a bottle master's degree of C. E. He taught
of “Danderine” at any drug or toilet for a short time in the university
counter and just see how healthy and and later became chief engineer of
youthful your hair appears after this construction on the Worcester and
delightful, refreshing dressing.
Webster street railway in Massa
chusetts. He was later employed ill
the city engineer's office at Worces
WALDOBORO
terIn 1890 he .came to Pittsburg and
Miss Annie Welt of Gardiner has entered the employ of the Keystone
Company and after the
been the guest of her parents. Air. Bridge
merger of that company into a sub
and Mrs. Justin Welt.
Miss Faye Keene returned to West- sidiary of the United States Steel
Co., he removed with the latter and
field. Mass.. Saturday.
came to Ambridge with the Ameri
Aliss Mildred Waltz and Miss Boris can Bridge Company in 1904. The
Eugley spent the weekend in town. office work not agreeing with him he
Dr. DeForrest Bay of Wiscasset resigned in 1915 and bought the real
was in town Tuesday.
estate of the Economy Realty Co.
A new lighting system has been in from E. G. Schnell. He continued in
stalled in the library to the great sat this ^business until the time of his
death. Air. Brastow was a mail of
isfaction of the patrons.
Airs. Flora Colby Eugley of Gardin keen intellect, high character and
er has been spending a few days in took a deep interest in the welfare
of his community and his fellowmen.
town.
He was a member of the Phi
Paul S. Young and crew of the New
England Telephone Co. are working Kappi Phi. an honorary engineering
fraternity, membership being confer
on the local lines this week.
Miss Margaret Ashworth was at red because of high intellectual at
tainments. He was also a member of
home from Freeport last week.
Mrs. John Dvorak has returned the Phi Gamma Delta fraternity,
from Rockland where site has been of the Presbyterian church of Am
bridge of which he was a senior
for surgical treatment.
Mrs. Alice Storer has gone to Bos elder in point of service, and clerk
of the Session: a member and past
tonThomas L. Richards lids been president of the Rotary Club cf Am
bridge: a director of the Piesbyspending a few days in Portland.
I. C. Hummer of Portland has been terian Book Store of Pittsburg; a
director of the Ambridge Board of
recent guest at A. E. Boggs.’
The Ladies Sewing Circle of the Trade; a director of the Ambridge
Baptist church are holding an all Building and Loan Association; a
day session in the vestry today. A member of Clover Lodge, I. O. O. F..
New England lioiled dinner wj|s of the local Knights of Malta; of
the Ambridge Boy Scout Council and
served at noon.
The many friends of Miss Agnes of the Maine University Alumni As
Creamer are much pleased with the sociation of Pittsburg. Air. Brastow
writ of mandamus, handed down by was married in June 1901 to Miss
Julge A. M. Spear by which Aliss Caroline Enton Piper, who with two
Creamer is reinstated in her former sons survive. They are Thomas F..
a student at Carnegie Tech and Wil
position in the Grammar School.
Rev. Guy C. McQuaidee preached liam C- of the Ambridge High
Sunday morning on “Life's Handi School. He is also survived by one
caps." The pastor spoke of the ills sister, Mrs. Ralph W. Carleton of
of the body, likening them to the Rockport, Me."
Tomorrow night in Union hall “The
crown of thorns, and declaring that
God had a reason .for sending (he Fighting Coward,” also a 2-reel com
suffering and that His followers must edy, "Cupid's Bay Off." Prices 15 and
have faith in Him. The pastor con 25 cents. Next week in the same
cluded the sermon by reading Edgar hall, “The Heritage of the Desert.1
Guest's poem on “Faith." In the adv.

DAVIS

Wanting the best ts getting the best
when
buy Hatchet Bra.no

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD ’

ROCKPORT

Benefits of -the four open-air
At the Congregational church next
schools for the physically defective, Sunday morning the 'pastor's sub
operated by the London City Council, Ject will be "The Victorious Chris
have been extended to an increasing tian Life." Service at 10.30. Sun
umber of children, and some ex day School at 12. In the evening at
periments are in progress to de 7 o’clock there will be a stpreopticon
termine how far sunlight ti^atment lecture on "The Passion Play of Obcan be utilized beneficially.
erammergan." This is a very fitting
lecture for the lenten season and
consists of 60 beautiful colored slides
of the production of the play in 1922.
Besides the scenes in the actual play,
there are a number of slides showing
views of this village up in .the Ba
There was not a tin of
in
varian Alps, the people who took the
prominent parts and their homes
the world 15Ojcars
,
Thousands from all parts of the
world visited Oherammergan the year
yet today
of
of the play and theenext best.thing
industry is perfected in
ol
}s to see it by means of the stereopticon. Miss Crowell had the prlv
ilege of visiting this place but it was
not the year when the play was be
ing enacted, but she can speak of the
pictures shown from this more inti
mate persona! knowledge of both the
village of Oherammergan and the
characters in the play. It will be a
lei titl e well worth listening to and
seeing and a cordial invitation is ex
tended to the public to avail itself
of this opportunity.

vital

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 12, 1925.

evening Mr. McQuaidee spoke on
"The Parting of the Ways." dwelling
on the book of Ruth Tills sermon
was illustrated by tiie illuminated
cross.
One of the most pleasing amateui
entertainments given in town for
years was that of the Susanriah Wes
ley Society in the Methodist vestry
Monday night. The program opened
with selections by tiie orchestra con
sisting of Nelson Thompson, violin.
Carl Longren. saxaphone with Mrs.
Thompson at the piano. Miss Helen
and Miss Katherine Oliver sang a
duet seated at a tattle with dolls and
tea things. Mrs. It. I,. Sheaff and
Mrs. Amos Oliver contributed vocal
and instrumental selections with Mrs.
W. G. Labe playing accompaniments.
The amusing dialogue "The Weekly
Banner" was given with Mrs. S. II.
Weston, Mrs. A. F Bond and Carl
Longren taking ;(art. The tale of vil
lage gossip was lifelike in the ex
treme, each character being realis
tically depicted.
"The Rummage
Sale” a comedy sketch followed with
Mrs. S. II. Weston. Mis. It. L. Steaff,
E. J. H. Miller. Mrs. Henry Crowell.
Mrs. Herbet
Herbert Oldis. Mrs. A. F. Bond,
Mrs Earle Benner and Miss Vera
Patterson in the cast. The several
parts were taken to perfection and
the comic unfolding of the story of a
family's contribution to a rummage
sale was much appreciated iiy a large
audience.

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

SAY “BAYER ASPIRIN” and INSIST!
Unless you see the “Bayer Cross” on tablets you are
not getting the genuine Bayer Aspirin proved safe
by millions and prescribed by physicians 24 years for

Colds
Pain

Headache
Toothache

Leaves Swan's Island dally except Sundays
at 5.30 A M.. for Stonington, North llaveu,
Vinalhaven uind Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
for Vinalhaven. North Haven, Stonington and
Swan's Island.

Lumbago
Rheumatism

Neuralgia
Neuritis

B. H. STINSON.
General Agent.

Rock’and. Maine. Oct 6. 1921.

_I! only “Bayer1' package
which contains proven directions.

For SpasmodicCroup rub
Vicks over the throat and
chest until the difficult
breathing is relieved —
then cover with a warm
flannel cloth.

Handy “Bayer” boxes of 12 tablets
Also bottles of 24 and lflff—Druggists.
JjDlrin la the trade mart ot Bayer Manufacture of Monoaeetlcacldester of SnUcyUeneld

Whole Lining of Throat VICKS
Seemed Inflamed, States V V R
This Over-Seas Veteran

RAZOR\«LLE

Missionary Overlock has returned
from a trip to Belgrade Lakes and
other places in Kennebec County.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wellman and
family visited his mother, Mrs. San
ford Jones. Monday.
Young hill and the Davis hill- at
West Washington and almost every
other hill in town are so badly
washed that it will cost hundreds of
dollars to repair them.
W. E. Overlook’s car shifted ends
on the glare Ire on the Branch hill
recently and went down hill back
wards, exceeding the speed limit
Will Jones had Just reached the top
of the hill with his horse but 'had
been obliged to leave his wagon by
the roadside about half way down
the hill. This happened 'to be ex
actly the place where {he car con
eluded to shift ends, striking the
wagon as it turned around a
throwing it up into the bushes,
injury was done to the wagon, t
car or driver.
The largest crowd ever gathered
at the old church at Razorville Mon
day to hold the annual town meet
ing. The old church was giv^n to
the town a year ago and witli the
repairs done it made a line place to
have the town meeting. Last year
the roads were full of snow and the
wind blowing a gale so it was Im
possible for «ome to get there on
Three Crow
Delicious Extract foot while this year there were
Lemon is pure and made from the dozens of automobiles. The follow
fruit—adv. .
ing officers were elected: Jesse
Overlock.
mislerator;
Mrs.
Ida
Hatch, town clerk: B. R. Sidelinger,
William S. Johnston and William F.
Hatch, selectmen. assessors , and
overseers of the poor: H. L. Turner,
treasurer; Ahner Hill, collector; B
H. Lincoln, school committee for
three years: W. W. Light and Fred
Sukcforth. road commissioners. It
was voted to have’a standard grade
High School. There was quite
spirited contest In voting for clerk
and selectmen, only a few votes de
THE BOSTON GLOBE cided the choice, holding quite
closely to party lines. The ladies
served a lunch in the old town house
Order the Daily and
across the road at noon.

Take It
Home
Today

Sunday Globe from
your
newsdealer.

The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. N0RT(4 HA
VEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN'S
ISLAND
WINTER ARRANPE.“Z**7
(Subject to chango without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY. OCT.
8. 1924.

Three Crow Extract Peppermint
is best for flavoring candies.—adv

apo

ub

Over 17 Million Jan Und Vearb.

Asthma Caused Him No End
of Suffering—Manchester
_ .
,rMan Praises Karnak ror
...

i

r i r, i- r

Wonderful Relief.

chest. The whole lining of my throat
seemed to be sore and inflamed, and
it kept me feeling miserable all the
timc- 1 trlc<i many different medlclnes, Including imported ones, but
It "as only when I got Karnak that

j found relief.

-----"Before I finished iny first bottle
Thousands of Maine and New of Karnak I was breathing better,
Hampshire people, both men and an3 since taking four bottles of this
women are taking Karnak with the ( new inediciTie' my breathing has be-,
most gratifying results, and hun- come free and exsy and that worridreds have expressed great appreci- some pain has disappeared from my
ation for the remarkable benefits chest. I now have a much better
they have derived from the use of appetite, too, my whole system has
this new medicine. A statement that been toned up. and 1 feel fine. Everywill be of much interest throughout body ought 4o know about a medicine
this entire section comes from Mr. that will do what Karnak has done
Wilfred Bonnin, Overseas Veteran for me, and 1 am mpre than glad to
and well known resident 1^186 Beech tell them about it."
street. Manchester, N. H.. who says:
Try Karnak yourself!
And re*“There is no doubt about Karnak ’ member—Karnak Pills are an essenbeing by far the best medicine I have tial and vitally important part of the
ever used. While in the trenches I Karnak treatment, especially if concontracted asthma which continually stipated.
grew worse and caused me no end . Karnak is sold in Rockland exclu
of trouble. At my work I am con sively by the Corner Drug Store; in
stantly breathing fumes from burn Thomaston by McDonald’s Rexall
ing gas. and when I come home nights Store; in Union by Gordon-Lovejoy
I would be all wheezed up and have a Co.; and by the leading druggist In
terrible discomforting pain in my every city.—adv.

SOUTH WARREN

<
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Wood of
imden called on L. B. Wood Satur
day.
Kenneth Fales moved his camp to
South Waldoboro, Tuesday.
Mrs- Clara Robinson of Lynn,
Mass., is visiting her mother, Mrs.
Jane Jones at Nathan Copeland's.
The Circle met with Mrs. L. R
Bucklin Wednesday with a record
crowd, 23 present. The next meet
ing will be March 18 with Mrs. Frank
Page. If stormy the meeting will be
on Thursday.
Virgil Morton of Friendship and
Mrs. Sadie Thornton and Miss Mar
garet Thornton of Thomaston were
at L. R. Bucklin's Sunday.
Ned Cutting has returned to NewYork after a short visit with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cut
ting.
The men are getting out their
weir brush, showing that spring has
surely come.
M P. Orne and M. P. Jordan at
tended the Masonic meeting In War
ren Monday night.
Mrs. Elmer Davis who has been In
New York and Boston for several
weeks, has returned home.
Miss Helen Counce who has been
visiting relatives in Boston, returned
home Saturday.
Mrs. Eugene Bucklin of Winslow's
Mills, was a recent guest of her par
ents. Capt. and Mrs. Thomas Llbhy.
Amasa Morse

The remains of Amasa Morse, who
died in Worcester at the home of his
daughter, Mrs. Alice Linekin. were
brought here Friday and buried from
hi« home Sunday. The deceased was
born in 1842, the son of Josiah and
Lydia Copeland Morse, and married

CORNS
Lift Off-No Pain!

sign

RADIO SERVICE
HEADQUARTERS

Haynes DX
Bloopless Three Circuit
Superdyne
Browning-Drake
and

''Audio and Radio
• Amplifiers
BUILT TO ORDER
TROUBLE SHOOTING
REPAIRS
ALTERATIONS
Sets and Tubes Tested on Actual
Broadcast Reception
Coils Wound To Order
Parts and Accessories
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT
ATTENTION

Miss Lucy J. Spear in 1872. Four
children were born of this union—
Annie, who married George Wiley
and died several years ago; Frank of
Bangor;, Alice, wife of Whitney Linekin of ^Worcester and Aledn. who
died youi% The mother died five
years ago. The dentil of his wife was
a severe blow and his home was nev
er the satrte to him, he only occupied
RADIO SERVICE STATION
it for a short time In the summer
(Over Express Office) .
months, living with one of his chil
Postoffice Box 359
dren the remaining time. He went to
ROCKLAND,................... MAINE
Worcester with bis daughter last
fall, remarking many times that he
was neveP coming back. He was a
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
man/of decided opinions, an upright
honorable citizen of the town and un
Attorney and Counselor at
iversally esteemed as was shown by
Law
the large number who gathered Sun
day to pay their last respects. He 431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
was a sailmaker by trade and worked Tclepsones—Office 468; House 693-R
many years In the Bunn & Elliot sail
Joft in Thomaston. The men who
W. A JOHNSTON. RES. PHO.
were connected with him in the bus
iness attended the funeral in a body JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
and many others were present from
COMPLETE DRUG ANO SUNDRY
Thomaston. Those from out of town
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
K00AK8.
DE
were Mr. and Mrs. Whitney Linckin,
VELOPING. PRINTING AND EN
anji daughter of Worcester. Mr. and
LARGING.
Mrs. Frank Morse and Maurice Wi
370 Main Street, Rockland
ley of Bangor. Alpheus Wiley of
Damariscotta, and Mrs. Maurice McNot Medicine, Not Osteopathy
Quilkin of Solon. Rev. Mr. Atwood
of the M. E. Church of Thomaston C.M. WHEELER,D.CPkC
officiated.
_

R. W. TYLER

Chiropractor

400 Main Street, - - - Rockland

SEARSMONT
Miss Frances Adams, the Evcngelist arrived Saturday nigl^J from
Damariscotta and itlll hold' revival
meetings at the M. E. church for
few week„. A bake(1 bean and pastry
supper was given and about 6«
friends gathered to await her arrival.
While in town she will make her
home with Rev. Mrs. Gibson.
Tiie rpdfiy friends here regret Io
hear of the death of Hon. Robert F
Dunton of Belfast. He was a native
tif this town, as was his late wife
formerly Miss Elizabeth Farrar. Mrs.
Sadie McCorrison has been for the
past few weeks in Belfast at the Dun
ton home helping to care for him
Mrs. McCorrison was a sister of the
late Mrs. Dunton.
James Googins Is very ill
Sunday nigiit a shower passed over
this place, Thunder was heard, hut
no lightening.

OWL’S HEAD

Doesn’t hurt one bit! Drop a little
“Freezone” on an Aching corn, in
stantly that com stops hurting, then
shortly you lift it right off with
fingers.
i
Your druggist sells a tiny bottle of
“Freezone” for a few cents, sufficient
to remove every hard corn, soft corn,
or corn between the toes, and the foot
ealiuses, without soreness or irrita
tion,

Look fob the

DR. T. L McBEATH
Osteopathic Physician

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Telephone 136
30 UNION 8T.. ROCKLAND. ME.
Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
106 PLEASANT STREET

PLUMBING

HEATING

TEL. 244-W
llT-tf

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance
Successor to A. J. Brnklno A Co.
417 MAIN 8T. .... ROCKLAND

Lyford H. Young
Gti Feb. 28 occurred the death of
Lyford HriYoung, following an attack
of acute-bronchitis. It was thought
he was rallying but a weakened
heart brought the end suddenly.
The deceased was born In Vinalhaven,
Feb. 11, 1876, a son of Thomas J. and
the late Mary (Wentworth) Young.
After following the sea for many
years, he eettled in Owl's Head and
went Tobster fishing. He is survived
by the widow, formerly Edith W.
Robbins of Rockland, a father. Thom
as J. Young of Vinalhaven; one
brother Grover C., of Owl’s Head,
four sisters, Mrs. Fred York of West
Penobscot. Mrs. Robert Studley of
Glencove, Mrs. Alton ^'hitmore of
Rockport and Mrs. James Bray of
Owl's Head.
Spring Coats arriving daily
CUTLER-COOK CO—adv.

Graduate Palmer Sckeel ol Cklropraetle
Ofllce Hour,;
Monday*. Wednesday!, Fridays, 10-12; 2-l|
7-t. Tuttdsyt, Thursdays. 10-12; 2-0;
8*turd«ys. 10-12. Til. 080

at

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D
OlOos Hours: I to 3 ted 2 te 0 P. M.
Residents until 9 A. M. and ky Aepeletmee*
Tslrphtns IM

THOMASTON. ME.

SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
The Famous Sheet Musle you tee adver
tised in all the leadinp maiulnnn.
Over

220

silnntlnns—send
sataloius

far

MAINE MUSIC CO.. Rockland, Me.

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney At Law
•75 MAIN 8T. ROCKLAND.

ME.

WITH THE GRANGERS

APPLETON

P. CHRYSLER'S

WALTER

’Rural Fire Protection Sought
By the Patrons;—Other
Matters.

TRAFFIC TALKS

One of the noteworthy 'branches of'
service which the Grange' as an or- |
tanlzatlon is rendering to rural
?ommunities is in 4he lines of fire
protection, and the actual property |
losses which have been averted i
through energetic Granfce efforts in
recent years is large. Not only do
hundreds of Grange meetings help
fully discuss the question of fire
prevention and disseminate valuable
information along that line, but in
many practical directions Grange ef
forts are exerted to protect the
property of farmers from destruc
tion by tire. A recent noteworthy
case is in Lenawee county, Michigan,
where the Grange took the lead in
organising a fire protective associa
tion covering a dozen rural towns,
raised the ^funds and purchased a
lire truck, with complete equipment,
I subject exclusively to call when the
farm property of the country Is en
dangered by fire.
Arrangements
were made witli the city fire depart
ment of Adrian, which is centrally
located in the county, to house the
farmers' lire truck and to man it
with expert help w h-never the need
arises. This plan will bring prop
erty protection to hundreds of farm
ers in Lenawee county and Is likely
to be adopted by Granges in other
sections of the country.
One rural Grange in Rhode Island
raised money to purchase similar th e
fighting equijiment for its town, then
organized a volunteer fire depart
ment among its own members and
regularly drills' them 'for efficient
service as necessary. The tire truck
is stored in the basement of the
Grange hall and is ready to respond
promptly in case of need anywhere
within the town.
The Grange in many states has
been an active factor in the estab
lishment of fire lookout towers, de
signed to detect forest fires in their
early stages and thus prevent wide
spread timber devastation. In not
a few rural communities the Grange
has organized fire fighting groups
and has many times fostered the
purchase and handling of equipment
in small towns.
In Pennsylvania at the present
time the Grange Mutual Eire insur
ance companies have an aggregate
insurance in force of over $106,000,000, the largest company carrying al
most J20.000.000 and three others in
excess of $10,000,000 apiece. These
companies all operate under the laws
cf Pennsylvania, governing mutual
fire insurance companies, and have
been very successful in keeping
down the rates because of minimum
losses. New York,'Kansas and Ohio
have also made a great success of
Grange Mutual Eire Insurance and
like results are being achieved in
other Grange states which are un
dertaking r'mllar work in behalf of
the farmers.
• • • •
Announcement of a coming Grange
occasion of widespread interest in ail
the New England State* .relates to
the annual conference of Granfee
lecturers anil other workers, sched-

MILLION START

FOR SUBWAYS IN ONE

MINUTE

URING the period of time be
tween 5 and 5 :01 every after
noon in New York, withrthe
exception of Saturday and Sunlby,

tinues to increase as rapidly during
the next five years as it has during
the past five years, trains will have
to stop to make sure no motor cars
are approaching.
1,000,000 people start for the sub
* • *
ways below 14th street
One Southern traffic expert who
There is a traffic problem to Stag believes that motor cars should stop
ger anyone.
before crossing railroad tracks pro
* *
•
poses to install cross-word puzzle
Some communities have construc sign boards at all railroad crossings.
ted rough approaches to railroad “That will stop ’em," he insists.
* *
*
crossings to compel the slowing
down of motor vehicles. Such ap
Neal O'Hara, of the New York
proaches have frequently resulted in World, told members of the Na
the breaking of axles with conse tional Automobile Chamber of Com-,
quent legal suits. And such suits merce that when lie was stopped by *
are costly.
an officer for driving his car in the
The whole question of railroad wrong direction on a one-way street,
crossings is a troublesome one. Of he removed his hat and commented
course, the ideal plan is to have all that it was a poor rule that will
crossing* underground or overhead. not work both ways.
But this is most expensive. There
Will Rogers still insists that his
are those who insist that motor cars plan of laving the East-bound traffic
shall stop before crossing a railroad go East on Mondays, Wednesdays
crossing, but statistics show that and Fridays and the West-bound
many accidents are due to stalling traffic West on Tuesdays, Thursdays
on railroad tracks.
,,,, ' and Saturdays, is the best of all
A railroad man said recently that traffic solutions. Rogers would ales
if the number of motor cars-con abolish all turns.

D

Votes To Establish Grade
High School—Officers and
Appropriation.
The principal controversy in Ap
pleton town meeting Monday was
over tile maintenance of a graded
High School. Those -who favored
the proposition predominated, and
the article passed.
These town officials were elected:
Moderator—J. T. McCorrison.
Town Clerk—B. J. Ness.
Selectmen, Assessors and Over
seers of Poor—A. D. Fish, A. H.
Moody and 8. B. Miller.
Treasurer—B. J. Ness.
Collector—J. T. McCorrison.
School
Committee—George
E.
Hart.
Road Commissioners—A. L. Philbrook, L. J. Hall and F. G. Sukeforth.
Constable—Ered E. EdgecombAuditor—J. T. McCorrison.
These appropriations were made:
Support of schools, $3500; repairs of
schoolhouses, $500; text books, $250;
support of poor, >900; roads and
bridges, $2500; State aid road. $350;
patrol roads. $300; town officers,
$600; town expenses, $400; bridge
loan, $600; interest, $75; Memorial
Day, $10.

HOPE

uled for 1925 to assemble at the Con
necticut state agricultural college at
Storrs, ai d tile dates to be August
24-26.. This in il-summer event calls
out fully 1000 Grange leaders, is held
in rotation at the several New Eng
land state agricultural college^, and is
a never-failing source of interest.
Participants come almost entirely by
automobile and combine a profitable
conference with a delightful summer
outing.
• • • *
III the state of Washington the
Grange is sponsoring a state seed
loan And will endeavor to secure fav
orable legislative appropriation to
put it through. The project calls for
financial' assistance to farmers -in
their coming season's planting by
furnishing their seed at wholesale
prices ar.d on easy terms of.'pay
ment; the sutpius of the state recla
mation fund to be used-in financing
the
project.
The
-Washington
Granges are also . urging an ap
propriation by the legislature of
$190,000 for a statewide tubc/cuUn
test of cat-tie.
• • • •

Competitive nights constitute one
of the most widely-used features in
Grange program activities and the
result is evening entertainments of
exci irt-ional value. Cometimes the
young members are pitted aguinst
the older ones; single against the
married members; or men vs. wo
men. The rivalry is always sharp,
blit the competition good natured

and with invariably an appetizing
supper served by the losers.
,
• . * .
Arbor Day programs will be car
ried out In a good share of the sub
ordinate Granges of the country and
many of them will feature their pro
grams by the planting of trees on
tow.n commons, in cemeteries and
otherwise, for beautifying the ap
pearance of the home community.
* • • •
Boston Grange, near
Emporia,
Kansas, lias the distinction of having
six brothers among its memtiership.
all married men and very active
workers, while the elder of the group
is overseer of the Kansas State
Grange

SUNSHINE
The fishermen are getting their
boats off for spring fishing.
Mrs. Blanche Eaton of Rockland is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs
Frank Thompson.
Maynard Conary has bought him
a new boat from Isle all Haut.
Benjamin Lufkin has bought Au
ggstus Hausler's car.
Maurice Morey of Mountainville
called on relatives here Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest tonpry of
Stonington spent tiie weekend with
her parenis. Mr. and Mrs Samuel
Stinson.
Rev. John Wales is holding meet
ings here for a few weeks,
Maynard Conary is selling clams
to the Brookland factory.

announces

A NEW COACH

$1295
/. o. b. factory

Before you buy any car, see this new
Standard Six Coach—a very fine car
at>an exceptionally low price

At the annual town meeting Mon
day these town officers were elect
ed;:
Moderator—M. B- Hobbs.
Town Cerk—Evelyn B. Vining.
Sd^ctmen, assessors and over
seers of poor—M- H. Bowley, E. N.
Hobbs and A. S. Harwood.
Collector and Treasurer—Carl (Mer
ritield.
Road Commissioners—L. A. Mer
rill, Alden Allen and SI. B. Hobbs.
School Committee—R. E. Crabtree
The amount of money raised for
■ol« was $2,300 and for roads
$3,000.

HOPE
A. O. Bills, a civil war veteran, and
a native of Hope died Mar. 7 at Rock
port after several months Illness. He
enlisted at Hope in 1861 in the 8th
Maine Regiment, Co. 41., of which
Col. True of Hope was captain. Mr.
Bills belonged to the G. A. R. post of
Union where he made his home for
several years. He also belonged to
the Masonic Judge at Freeport. His
wife and only daughter died several
years ago. He was 84 years of age
and leaves one brother, S. L. Bills of
Hope. Interment In Hope Grove
cemetery.
A pleasant evening was spent at
the home of Harvey Kimball Tues
day evening when he entertained
the employees of True's canning fac
tory. Victrola selections were en
joyed and ice cream and cake were
served'. About 28 were present and
all voted Harvey as being an excel
lent host.
Miss Dorothy Ludwig is spending
a few weeks at the home of her
mother, Mrs. W. C. Wellman at South
Hope.
A whist parly was held in True’s
hall Saturday evening. Dancing was
enjoyed and ice cream was served
Fernando Philbrook of Rockland
was a guest of Mrs. Adelia Coding
last week.
Knox Pomona met with Hope
Grange Saturday. In spite of the bad
travelling there was a large attend
ance. One candidate received the
5th degree and after an enjoyable
dinner a pleasing entertainment was
given.

SOUTH HOPE
Mrs. Doris Merrifield and baby are
spending the week itt Camden.
Mrs. Chloe Mills has returned from
a few weeks in South Union.
C. E. Harris is employed at the
Payson Manufacturing Co. and stav
ing with his daughter, Mrs. Mary
Woster.
Ed. Edgecomb of Appleton is
working for Halver Hart in his mill
Mrs. Eva Taylor will spend part of
her vacation in Rockland.
Mrs. Fannie Chandler is workin;
In the pants factory at Rockland.
Several fro-m here attended the
Pomona at Hope- and report bad
traveling but a good session.
Miss Dorothy I.udwig of Hope is
the guest of her mother, Mrs. W. C
Wellman.
For the benefit of the Universalist
church there will be a sale of cooked
food and home made candies Satur
day afternoon at the store of W. C
Wellman.

SUNSET
Frank G. Lufkin and Thomas Cole
have resumed work on the Craven
cottage which is quite near.comple
tion.
Miss Maude Banks left town last
Thursday for Boston.
Harold Hardy of North Deer Isle
was at George C. Hardy's on Wednes
day,
George and Ruby Sylvester arc vis
itlng relatives at Eagle.
Mr, and Mrs. Earl S. Brown and
daughter, Miss Abbie Brown of
Eagle spent The weekend at George
M. Dodge's. ,
Miss Doris Done of North Deer
Isle was the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer B. Eaton last week.
Capt. Winfield Joyce made a trip
to Belfast last week in his schooner
Lydia Grant, returning on Saturday
with freight for the grocers about
town
Courtney Eaton is confined to the
house with the grippe.

WEST APPLETON

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO., Distributors
•

Park Street, Rockland.
\
IS

NORTH DEER ISLE
To Be Strong, Athletic,
a Man Must Havt
Good Red Blood

Improve your
Circulation
Aid your Digestion

Rebuild your
System
BY TAKING

STUDEBAKER

THIS
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Telephone 700

STUDEBAKER

YEAR

Miss Susie Pease has been the re
cent guest of Mrs. George Eowlcs.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hall of North
Searsmont were Sunday callers at
William McLain's.
Billy McLain still remains very ill.
Mrs. Carrie Fogg and J. S. Bryant
motored to Augusta last week.
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Harriman were
Sunday visitors in Liberty.
Charles Kirkup who was boarding
with Mrs. Cora Fogg, has returned
home.
L. S. Newhert is working In War
ren.

DR. PIERCE’S

GOLDEN MEDICAL
DISCOVERY
In either fluid or tablet form.
All Druggist,.

NORTH HOPE

D. L. Sellers was reelected a mem
ber of the school committee at town
meeting.
A large mini her went from here
to the Senior Class High School
play at Deer Isle.
Mrs. Lydia Thompson is entertain
ing her son. Ernest Dow of Portland.
A bequest of $5,000 for the Maine
Seacoast Mission was contained in
the will of Helen F. Kimball of
Brookline, Mass.
C. V. Eaton is chopping wood for
R. A. Ray ties.
R. H. Snowden is manufacturing
wood, with his tractor sawing ma
chine, for several people here.
About 50 from here attended town
meeting at Deer Isle March 2 The
board of selectmen are as follows:
P. S. Knowlton, George E. Snowman
nd I^eon C. Weed. Henry Morey
won out, against George Davis, as
road commissioner. Paul Scott was
eelected treasurer and Ralph Bar
ter tax collector. Several heated dis
cussions arose but were settled sat
isfactorily after a time.
The High School classes at Deer
Isle have chosen their mottoes as
follows: Seniors, "Today Decides To
morrow;” Juniors, "The Timber is Be
fore Vs Let Vs Build;” Sophomores,
‘Not Twilight, but Dawn,” Fresh
men, "Launched But Not Anchored.”
»The Sunset "Woofers” basketball
team went to Brooklin Feb. 28 and
played the Brooklin Athletic Club
the first part of the evening. The
score was 18 to 8 in favor of Brook
lin. The "Woofers” were not dis
heartened by the .score as they went
on to Sedgwick to ploy the local team
there after the pictures. Once more
the score was against them beipg 22
to 6 for Sedgwick.
They arrived
home Sunday noon, a very tired
bunch but with good courage for fu
ture games. This is the tirst time
they have played this year the team
being newly organized. Their line
up is as follows: 'N. Sellers, rf, C
Eaton, If, R. Eaton, c. F. Smith, rg,
E. Dunham, lg, and C. Weymouth, Ig.

Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Hull enter
tained the Hill Top Club nt their
home Saturday nfternoon and even
ing. A very pleasant evening was
spent with games and music. The
usual bountiful 6 o’clock supper was
served with Tefreshments of home
made candy and apples in the even
ing. A delightful evening was en
joyed by members and invited guests.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Wentworth
and son Maurice were weekend
guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs
W. E Hall.
L. H. Perry of Lincolnville was the
guest of his parents Saturday und
Sunday.
Miss Ida Perry who has been stav
ing with her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. A. I. Perry, returned home with
her father, L. II. Perry Sunday.
Mrs. George Hall who has been
visiting relatives In Charlestown and
Boston returned home last Wed
nesday.
Several from here attended Po
mona Grange at Hope Saturday.
Mrs. A. 1, Perry who was called
to Boston to broadcast her report
which won the $500 prize in the Home
Improvement contest offered last year
by Farm and Home Magazine re
turned home last week. Mrs Perry
was Jhe guest of Mrs. Mary Reynolds
household editor of Farm and Home
at Hotel Brunswick and also visited
in
Cambridge,
Somerville
and
Charlestown. Congratulatory letters)
from enthusiastic radio fans are
pouring in. All tell how plainly they
got the talk. Mrs. Perry wishes to
thank all her friends who are send
ing such kind words and messages of
congratulation.. A lady from Illinois
wrote that she heard as plainly as if
in the room with her, getting the ad
dress and everything correctly. Oth
ers wrote from different places in
Maine and Massachusetts also sev
eral from New Jersey including Mrs.
Perry's daughter Mrs. R. L. Coose
and family and other friends there.
Many friends at home were listening
in and from Camden, Mrs. Perry's
childhood
home
town,
many
messages of congratulations have
come. Dear friends we thank you
all. These words of appreciation are
real heart warmers.
Mrs. A I. P

NORTH BURKETTVILLE
Mrs. Marian Robbins has gone to
West Pownal where she has employ
ment visiting at the home of her sis
ter, Mrs. William T. Carter in Port
land, enroute.
'Linwood Smith who has employ
ment in Augusta spent a few days at
his home last week.
Mrs. Cora Grinnell and grandson
Phillip Maddocks attended the sixth
birthday party of Phillip's sister El
len, March 4 at her home in Collins
ville.
Miss Esther Cargill and Mrs. Edith
Light of East Washington were re
cent callers of Mrs. Blanche Rokes
Robert Thurston was in Appleton
recently.
Mr. and Mrs. It. A. Light and Ed
ward and Earl Millay attended townmeeting in Liberty.
Harry I-enfest of Palermo was
recent business caller here.
Mrs. Ella Grinnell attended the
Farm Bureau meeting ut Washing
ton.
Mrs. C. E. Smith is visiting in
Massachusetts.

More Popular Daily

H
H014

is demanded by more tea-users
every day, wbicb proves tbe ex
cellence of this delicious blend.

IT COSTS LESS—
GIVES MORE COMFORT—
IT IS SAFER
to Ride on

LIBERTY
Will Leigher is sick with tiie grippe
and is attended by Dr. Ripley.
Arthur Overlook is having a big
lot of lumber sawed at the Turner
Mill.
John Light has bought a henhouse
and is going into the poultry businees.
John Light is working for tiie
Turner Co. at the mill.
Ross Pinkham has sold a carriage
to Arthur Turner.
Charles Curtis has built a tine little
bungalow in his woods to accommo
date sporting parties.
The mills are running full blast.
Not as much lumber as usual this
Spring.
Everett Overlook called on William
Leigher on business recently.
Miss Moreta Leigher has been vis
iting relatives in Washington.

CORDS
For every fiber is insulated with rubber,
adding great strength to each cord, which
stands the extra flexing strain in balloon
tires. This process is the very foundation
of low-pressure construction.

Drive in—let us equip your old car
can do it quickly at low cost.

we

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
WINTER ST.

TEL 889.

&OCKLAND, ME.

£

/

i
If you are interested in
an easy way to own a
Ford now—or at some
future date—see the
nearest Authorized
Ford Dealer for facts
regarding a convenient plan of payment,
Cor write us directj

SOUTH BELFAST
Tiie. Boys and Girls Agricultural
club met with the leader, Mrs. Joel
Wood, Feb, 28. Mr. Donahue, tiie
county agent, gave an interesting
talk on "Demonstration Teams’
There were eight members present
The next meeting' will be held at
Miss Leona Herrick’s March 14.
The Brainard school taught by
Miss Mildred Edgecomb of Appleton
closed a very successful term.
■Miss Lydia Herrick visited Mrs
Laura Burmester in INorthport Wed
nesday.
«
The West Northport Farm-Bureau
held an all day meeting Tuesday
March 10 at the West Northport
Community House. Miss Nason, the
H. D. A., was'present.
Mrs. Carrie Wood is sick with ton
silitis.
A large number from here attended
(he masquerade ball at Saturday
Cove Wednesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Dexter Clements were
callers of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Chap
man Sunday.
There will be a box social at the
West Northport Community House
Saturday- Everyone is Invited.

.......9.................. ........ . ........ —-----.......... — . —
s
I

j Ford Motor Company, Dept. N.
Detroit, Michigan
!
S

Plea.e mail me full particular, regarding your
plan ior owning an automobile.

NameStreet
State-

Town

IT IS EASY TO OWN A CAR THROUGH THIS PLAN

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
TEL 333.

ROCKLAND

I

J

I
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THOMASTON
The Republican caucus was held
In Watts hall Monday evening to
nominate officers for the town meet
ing March 30. X. F. Andrews called
the meeting to order. Miss Harriet
■Williams was chosen secretary. W.
P. Strong was chosen chairman. The
nomination for Moderator was passed
over.
The following nominations
were made. Town Clerk, Enoch
Clark; selectmen. For 3 years. B. H.
Copeland; for 2 years. Walter B.
Wyllie: for one year, Clarence John
son; assessors, for 3 years, T. B.
Wyllie; 2 years, E. W. Cook: 1 year.
Earl Coatee; treasurer P. L. Paquin; overseer of poor, Mrs. Minnie
Newbert; school committee. 3 years.
Mrs. MyrtTe Strong; road commis
sioner, Fred Redman: auditor. Miss
Harriet Williams; chief of police,
Herbert Meservey: trustees of public
library, Jessie Stewart, Margaret
Jordan. The other nominations were
left with the town committee.
Misses Alcada Hall and Gladys Do
herty will go to Orono Friday to
spend the weekend at the University
of Maine.
An interesting study is the model
of Christopher Columbus' ship Santa
Maria on exhibition in the window of
Levi Seavey's store. C. A. Creighton
is the builder and owner.
Illness of some of the players
caused a postponement of the bas
ketball game scheduled for Tuesday
evening
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Brackett, Mr.
and Mrs. L. H. Dunn, Capt. and Mrs.
A. J. Elliot and Dr. and Mrs. Peaslee are attending the Shriners’ meet
ing in Portland. Wednesday was la
dles night opened with a ball. Thurs
day the Shriners have their ceremon
ies.
Miss Harriet Dunn is the guest of
Mrs. Walter Willey for a few day’s.
Miss (Nellie Davis of Friendship,
teacher of the second grade has re
signed her position. Miss Davis will
ejtter Farmington Normal school in
the spring
Miss Lena Thorndike of Rockland
has been elected as teacher of t irade
2 and will enter upon her duties next
Monday.
Mrs. Marie Singer is substituting
for Mrs. Ruth Brackett during the
latter's absence in Portland.
Mrs.
Harold
Robinson
(Vera
Moore) is supply teacher in grade
one during the absence of Miss Merry
on account of illness.
The subject of the morning sermon
at the Baptist church Sunday will lie
•'A Man on Stilts.” There will be
special music: solo by Miss Brown,
“There's a Beautiful Lan(l on High,"
Taylor, with harp and violin accom
paniment; anthem, “Only Thee," solo
part by Marian Mossman, organ,
harp and violin. At the evening ser
vice the sermon subject will be
“Home” with pantomime illustration.
Orchestra and congregation sing
ing will feature.
Charles Sawyer is visiting his
mother. He has been in Boston and
other cities for sometime.
Mrs. I. M. Newcombe is sick'at
her home on Knox street.
A very generous gift makes it pos
sible to have a new furnace In St.
John Baptist Episcopal church. It
will be used for the tirst time on next
Sunday on the occasion of Bishop
Brewster's visit- The service will
at 3.30 in the afternoon. There
Will be special music hy the choir
with violin accompaniment, under
the direction of Miss Alcad Hall,
organist and choir director.

Every-Other-Dajf

FRANK O. HASKELL
Women Given Equal Show
___

Miles of neighbors will talk about this one over
their back fences!
First in Thrills!
First in Laughs!
First in the Hearts of Audiences!

With Men In the Revised
-List.
Camden Juror;! this year will be
drawn from the following list as re
vised by the town officials and ac
cepted In Monday's town meeting.

DOUGLAS MacLEAN
a

THE YANKEE CONSUL”

Is coming to entertain you, to delight you, to en
thuse you; you will enjoy every minute of this
picture. (It has my approval of being one of the
best productions of the day—E. N. Prescott, Mgr.)
,
Comedy
HARRY LAGDON in “SHANGHAIED LOVERS”

TOWN HALL, UNION, THURS., MARCH 12
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON, FRI., MAR. 13
GLOVER HALL, WARREN, SAT., MARCH 14

NEXT WEEK
CHARLES RAY in “DYNAMITE SMITH”

CONSIDER THE SPUD

Potato Is the World’s Most
Important Food Vegetable.
Ireland l.ad a poor potato harvest
last fall, and as a result parts of the
island are reported to be on the
verge of famine.
"It takes such tragic occurrences
as Ireland’s food shortage to bring
home to the average man the tre
mendous importance of the potato,"
says a bulletin from the Washington,
n. C., headquarters of the National
Geographic Society. "Half a* dozen
other countries of Europe would be
in a similar plight if their potato
crops failed," continues the bulletin,
"although a few centuries ago potaoes had not ever been heard of in
any of these lands.

One of America's Valuable Gifts

z

beria, the Americas, South Africa,
Australia, New Zealand.
Play Important Part in Industry.
"Potatoes are not alone a food veg
etable.! They already till an import
ant place in industry and undoubted
ly will become more important in
that field. Starch, flour, glucose, al
cohol and cattle feeds are some of the
important products made from po
tatoes. The starch finds an im
portant function in the textile in
dustries in sizing yarn, in sizing the
woven fabrics, and in Chickening
colors.
»
"Germany has gone farther than
any other country in the utilization
of potatoes. The surplus portion of
that country’s billion and a half
bushel crop goes to factories where
the tubers are cooked, mashed into
flakes and dried. The dry flakes, not
unlike American corn breakfast foods
in form, are sacked and keep perfect
ly in dry storage. The flakes may
be prepared for human consumption
as a vegetable, Ynay be milled into a
flour for combination with wheat in
bread-making, may be incorporated
into feeds for domestic animals or
may be used as a basis for the prep
aration of alcohol or whiskey.
"If it becomes profitable to drive
farm machinery with alcohol it is
probable that in most agricultural
'ountrj-„
w|j,

Alexander. Frank P
An>es, Arthur A.
Antes, Edward E.
Aylward. Abraham
Beale, Fred S.
Bisbee. Walter F.
Bowley, Bert
Cross, OTrlngton
Drinkwaier. Hellis M
Good, Percy .1.
Leonard. Walter
Leonard. Ross
Lermortd, Fred
Libby. Edward J
Lord, Charles E.
Marshall. Leslie E.
Mathews. B F Jr.
McGrath. John .1.
McKay. Thomas
McKinley, Charles
Nash. Charles S.
Nash. Harold H.
Packard. Fred A.
Paul. John J^
Pendleton, Janies D
Pendleton. Myron
Plummer, Fred A.
Phillips. (Tarence
Porter, G. Fred
Potter. H Jay
pfeblc. Newell
Proctor, Daniel
Reginier. Joseph
Richards. WilHarn A.
Richards, Ralph
Richards. Winfield S
Robbins, E. A . Jr.
Rose, Raymond
Rossiter, Elmer
Satterley, Ralph
Sides, Mark
Stahl. Erast us
Swan. Charles T
Salisbury, John K.
Shaw. Walter H
Sheldon. Ralph
Simpson, Samuel
Sherman. Alfred F.
Thomas. Frank H.
Thurston, Walter

Achorn. Grace D
Alexander, Sadie
Kevirage, (V>ra.
Bisbee, Susie O.
Rowers, Bessie L.
Boynton. Annie L.
Brewster, Georgia
Brown, Alberta D.
Brown. Hattie
Calder, Qnra. j.
Clevelar
Jennie B
fross. ( ora
Curtis. Florence
Dearborn, Fun tee
Delaney, Sophia.
Dickens, Emma
Drake, Carrie L.
FJliot. Lillian P.
Fales. Carrie S.
French, Bertha P.
French, Lillian
Fretag Edith
GerrUh. Mae
Gllkey. Ada B.
Goodwin. Effie A.
Gould, Georgia K.
Grinnell, Anna
Halford, Emeline
Hobbs. Grace M.
Hodgman. Carrie
Hosmer, Blanche
Howarth, Goldie
Howe. Mary L.
Huntley, Blanche A
Ingraham, Minnie
Irish, Emma 0.
J age Is, Emily
Joy, Emma S.
Joy, diary S.
Kennedy, Alice
King, Ethel A.
Kirk. Florence A.
Knight, Martha B.
Knowlton. Marion
Lincoln. Lillian M
Long, Marion W.
Robbins, Cora
Strong. Lena
Swan. Mary
Tewksbury, Evelyn

WARREN
Miss Helen Robinson went Wed
nesday to Rockland where she will
care for the 15 months old son of Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Storer who is ill with
double pneumonia.
Miss Celinda Spear spent the week
end with her niece, Mrs. Maynard
Creamer. South Warren Road.
M^s. Minnie Yates returned to her
home in Camden, Monday after
spending the weekend as guest of
Mrs. Matilda and Miss Ida Stevens.
Mrs. Stevens is in very poor health.
Henry Starreit is favoring a pain
fully bruised leg as a result of being
kicked by his brother's horse lust
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Norwood (for
merly Avis Newman) have lrtolen a
march on their many friends here,
getting married in Portland Monday
and leaving there for a honeymoort in
Boston.
Members of Mvritlc Rebekah Lodge
are busily engaged in preparrftioh for
their Minstrel Show to he presented
in the I.O.O.F. hall St. Patrick’s Day
in the evening. It is whispered that
a local butcher as one of the codns
is qhite worth the price of admission
besides the fine music being prepared
for the audiences’’ ears while tney
are looking at him.
On this coming Monday Waripn
voters gather once more in totvn
meeting. At this session they v ill
decide whether we are to have’
chemical of adequate size for Ghe
protection of town property or put up
with some makeshift until a hiler
date.
’ Lewis Gordon moved the building,
until recently the property of the
late H. W. Howard, from its site at
Weston’s hill to his land at the Ifiot
of Oak hill Tuesday where he wiU dse
is as a garage.
Edward Ludwig left Tuesday for
Portland where he has employment.
There will he a special meeting
of St. George Lodge. F. & A. M.,
Monday evening. All members are
requested to be present as D.D.G.M
William Murphy of Rockport will be
present.

CASH GROCERY

41 OCEAN STREET

TELEPHONES 316 AND 317
MAIL & TELEPHONE ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED

COMMENT_ON CAMDEN | |n
Camden voters decided at their
annual* town meeting Monday to
have a town manager. Camden is
a big town with a large and stead
ily growing summer business and
feefa the need of centering the re
sponsibility for town government.—
Bangof* Commercial.

•• •«

CASH PRICES FOR FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY

New Fresh
14 lbs. Brown Sugar...................... $1.00
14 lbs. Fine Granulated Sugar . .. $1.00
Spinach
Per peels
Confectioner’s Sugar, 3 lbs............... 25c
Best AU Round Flour, bag......... . $1.80
38e
Occident Bread Flour, per bag................................... $1.60

Strictly Fresh Eggs, dozen......... « ... .................................35c
Water Glass, quart cans, each........................................ 2Se
Bacon, Sliced, pound............................................
35c
Liver, Fresh Sliced, pound........... 10c; 3 pounds............ 25c
Corned Beef, newly corned, pound.................................... 8c
Smoked Shoulders, pound................................................. 18c
Beef for Roasting, pound................................. 15c, 20c, 25c
Steaks—Best cut of Rump, pound................................... 40e
Best cut of Top Round, pound......................... 30c
Stew Beef or Pot Roasts, pound................................... 15c
lamburg Steak, pound........... 15c; 2 pounds.............. 25c

horned Spare Ribs, lb................................................ ;... 18*
’ure Lard, lb............20c. - Compound Lard, lb............ I7e
Compound Lard, Ib............ 16c; 20 lb. tubs, Hr.............19c
< lem Nut Butterine, pound.............................................. 2SC
ancy Creamery Butter, pound...................................... 58c
Cheese, Full Cream, pound .. . .............................
30c

Splendid Brand Coffee, fresh ground, pound................ 45c
ormosa Oolong Tea, pound ... 35c; 3 pounds ... $1.00
Cocoa, pound....................10c; 3 pounds .. ................... 25c
’otatoes, peck ....
. 30c
Bushel.............
$1.00
Apples, peck.........
. 35c
umips, peck ....
. 25c
Bushel........................ 90c
1 Cranberries, 2 quarts . .. 35c

Onions, 6 lbs................... 25c
Spinach, peck................38c
Carrots and Parsnips, 3
lbs.
25c
Hubbard Squash, lb. a . 5c
Cabbage, lb........................4c

Csmderi is one of the Maine towns
which has voted to adopt a townmanager form of government, llow
this will work out In a' town will bo
watched with Interest. In Portland,
(he largest city In the state, it has
been tn operation for a year with
apparently satisfactory result. There
■seems to he no good reason why It
would^not work out well In towns
and Ml"sibIy result in greater econ
omy ;»^<1 efficiency, providing, of
course, that the town has the right
person for manager. Some pedpleGo
not believe the manager form of gov
ernment is as good for towns aftd
small cities as the commission form
and the latter plan has been suggest
ed by seme who have made a study
of it for cities the size of Bath.— Bath
Times.
SMERIFf'S SALE

STATE OK MAINE
February 18. 1925
Fei
Jaken this sixteenth dgyF of February,
A. D
1923 on execution dated the seventh day of
February, A. D., 1925, issued on a judg
nmn. rendered by the wzmrzznt.
« n..rt
ment
renoeren ny tne Supreme
miprenie Judicial
Jiiuiciai Court
xourt
fnr the County of Knox, at the term thereof |
heptn and new af Rockland in, and for said
County on the second Tuesday of January,
A. D 1925, to wit, on the twenty seventh
day of January, A D. 1925, in favor of Den
nis Hare of Owl’s Head in said County
against William H. Milner of said Owl’s Head
for one hundred six dollars and forty three
cents ($106.43) debt or damage and eighteen
dollars and eight cents ($18 08) costs of suit,
and will be shift at public auction, at the
office of the sheriff of said County in the
r CoUrt House in said Rockland, to the high
est bidder, ort the twenty eighth day of March
A. D. 1925, at twelve o’clock, noon, the fol
lowing described real estate and all the rights,
title arid interest which the said Milner has
and had in and to the same on the twenty
first (21) day of August, A. D., 1923, at 2.25
o’clock in the afternoon, the time when the
same was attached on the writ in the same
suit, to wit:
A certain k»t of land situate in said Owl's
Head, formerly ftouth Thomaston, hounded
arid described as follows, to wit:—
Beginning at stake and stones-at land now
or formerly of .Nathan Pillsbury;
Thence S. 77 deg. E by said Pillsbury’s
land about two hundred rods to Ash Point
Creek;
Thence easterly as said Creek runs to the
road leading front Owl”s Head to Ash Point,
Theoce as said road runs about 8. 72 defc.
W. two hundred (2U6> rods or thereabouts
to stake and stones at the road leading from
Ash Point to the Head of the Bay. so called:
Thence northerly as said road runs about
thirty four rods (34) to place of beginning,
containing 38 acres, more or less.
Also another lot 6f land, with building
thereon, situate in said Owl’s Head, bound
ed and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at stake and stones at the road
leading to A^h Point at land formerly of
Iddo Kimball;
Thence 8. 72 deg W by said Kimball’s
land and by land of the heirs of Charles
ftpoffbrd to land now or formerly of Luther
Hayden;
Thence1 N. by W. by said Hayden’s land and
by land now or formerly of Bartlett. Glover &
Rowell to land of 0. and R. Heard;
Thence N 75 deg. E. by O. and R. Heard’s
land to the road aforesaid;
■ Thence southerly by said road to the place
of beginning.
8HERMAN J. R0KE8.
31Th37
Deputy Sheriff.
Knox Cotffity m.

Everybody’s Cbhunn

AdvertIsementa In this column not to ex
ceed three lints inserted once for 25 cento,
3 times for 50 cents. Additional linen 5
cents each for one time, 10 cents for three
times. Six words make a line.
. -

Lost and Found
LOST—Small platinum pin with chip dia
mond between 14 Pleasant street and Silsby
Hospital via Main St., Reward. BL4ZA
STEELE, Silsby Hospital
^.30-32
LOST—Mud, pan from Ileo J^ick. A. P
SXDtfiMAN. Tel. 672 R.
36-32
LOST—Boys’ rngcrsol watch on Main street
at North End. Finder notify ELMER PINKHAM, 110 North Main street. Tel 965 W.
30*32
LOST—Ford delivery with plate No. X10321.
Motor No. 8892271 taken from front of my
house on Park street, March 5 at noon
DAVID Rl’BkNSTBlN.
29*31

Wanted
WANTED—Automobile salesman to sell (me
of the best sellers in Rockland. Must l»e
clean cut and a Worker, no jov rider need
apply. WRITE “X” Care Courler-G»zette.
31 It WANTED AT ONCE—‘Man in stave mill
who can saw staves and joint
Inquire of
SIDNEY HT’AfBS, WaMiington, Maine. Tel.
<-”>•
______________ 31-33
WANTED—Voting man at the IIFB SHOE
STORE
:m-32
WANTED—Repairing oh men’s garments,
also lady’s coats refined CARRIE L. DUNCAN. 4 Fulton St.
30*32
WANTED—<’11 pay cash for farm. G1v®
particulars, also distance to school, church
a»i(i nost office Address 15ft mmv
Address 1,0 MAIN STOEKT.
’"’encer. X».
.tlW.t.,
WANTED—A few lady agents at once. I..
A. DOW,. General Delivery, Rockland, Me., or
4 WHIoW street
30*32
WANTED—Orange male cat 6 to 12 moUths
old
Must he solid color, no white. Tel.
293 W Rockland at once. DELIA YORK. Ill
Pleasant street.
29-31
WANTED—Row boat or yacht tender 9 to
12 feet. Must be first cbm condition and
cheap. JOHN 0 STKVDNS, Burpee Furni
ture Co.. Rockland.
22*tf

WANTED—Long-haired
kittens.
State
age, color and sex.
Good prices. THE
MA1XK PET SHOPS. Belfast. Maine. 20-31

For Sale
FOR SALE—Glenwood range in good condi

tion at low price.
Inquire
GARDNER’S, 90 Broad street.

at

AUSTIN
31 tf

FOR SALE—Five 6 room houses, all mod
ern. 10 minutes walk from Main street AD
DRESS P. O. BOX 227.
31*33
FOR SALE—Llhe halt JOHN C BRIDGES,
142 Old County Road. City.
31*33
A bargain for cash
Tel. 717 W.

ROBERT C. BURNS
31*33
FOR SALE—S. C. Red Baby Chicks and
hatching eggs from heavy la>;ng strain.
State accredited. CECIL NEWBERT. Waldo
boro, Me.
31*36
FOR SALE—Small yawl boat; double ender also
h. p. Knox engine, (’heap
A.
J POST. 16 State street.
31S53
FOR SALE—8-rootn house built fqp^lwo
families
Lot 150 feet square; ibfce nice
fruit tree« ; chance to keep 196 liens Build
ings in excelteni repair. 41. E. KALLOCH,
Thomaston, Maine. Tel. 129-6
31*33
FOR SALE—Milk farm of 85 acres In
Windsor, Me., equipped for sending milk to
creamery by wav of narrow gauge; farming
tools, etc., wood for home use. five cords fit
ted for stove; and pasture with plenty wa
ter. Apply to A. J. RAWLEY. Tenant’s Har
bor, Me.
30-32

"The potato is one of the many val
uable gifts of America to the world.
Most histories, busy chronicling wars
and elections and perhaps inventions,
fail to emphasize the introduction of
4o. 9 Wash Boilers, each.......................................... *. $2.50
the i»otato from ‘America to Europe,
Jrooms, each ••••••••••••••••••.•••••••«.•••, 65c
or else mention it quite incidentally.
Economists and sociologists however,
.2 quart Galvanized Pails, each..................................... 35c
could make a good case for the po best source of the fuel.'
tato as the New World product which
Galvanized Tubs,.......................................... 60c, 90c, $1.25
has most deeply affected life in the
'ive Gallon Oil Cans, each........... .................. ............ 90c
STRONG CANDIDATE
Old World.
When Spanish and English explor
FOR SALE—Airedale pups, 4 months old.
Clothes Lines, each . ,40c. Clothes Pins, 6 dozen . .28c
ers and settlers found the potato it James J. Clement of MontE. A. WOTTON, 175 Rankin street. 30*32
was grown in a desultory sort of way
FOR SALE—Upright piano ip uo-»d condi
.sundry Soap, 7 bars .......................... ......................... 25c
Miscellaneous
tion. MRS I A TRUEWORTHY, corner Me
along the Atlantic coast of parts of
ville Has Good Backing
chanic and Main streets
30*35
North America and the Pacific Coaztt
U. s. POSITIONS OPEN—N«w |mn oflko
For Assessorship.
of South America. It had probably
Six Quart-Agate Kettles, with cover, each.................. 50c clerks and city null carriers are to he ap FOR SALE—Horse. MRS. JOHN KOSTER.
30-32
pointed at Rockland, on April 4. Start $1709. 29 Broad street Tel. 586-M
spread to those regions from Peru,
-ight Color Molasses, gallon..................................... $1.00 Age 18 to 45. Write G A. COOK. Civil Her
Hon- Jamee J. Clement of Mont
for it is believed to have been devel
FOR SALE—Early and late tomato and
vice Instructor 945 Pa Ave., Washington. D.
cabbage plants at Philo Thurston farm. F.
oped into a domestic plant in the ville, who is a candidate for State
Jello, assorted flavors, each ............................... ............. 10c C., for free Ifftiwmgtlon.
31*32
S. KRNNTSTON. Union. Maine.
30-32
mountain valleys of that land some Assessor for the place to ibe made
STRAWBERRY A RASPBERRY PLANTS—
laker
’
s
Chocolate,
half
pound
cake,
each
..I
.............
18c
FOR
SALE
—
Wood
sawing
outfit,
complete*
thousands of years ago by pre-Incan vacant by the expiration of the term
Send for catalogue. No ether in the eouirt/y
it. Full of valuable information, you mounted on wheels. 2’^ h. p. Int Harvester
farmers. The world did not take to of Hon. fJ. I*. Dearborn of Newbury
laker’s Cocoa, half pound cans, each...........................18c like
will not throw it into the wastebasket. C. engine. JOHN F JONES. Owl’s Head. 29-31
the potato at first either in America April 1, is receiving strong support
Sunkles or Far East Cocoa, 4 cans............................... 25c S PRATT. Athol. Ms»m Mch7-14-21-28M
FOR SALE—3 6ft. silent salesmen cases,
or Europe. Not until well after the from all sections of the State.
TRESPASS NOTIOE—This is to forbi I .ill fine condition. 468 Main street or 44 Ran
American Revolution did it become
< Juart Bottles Plain Olives, each................................. .. . 50c persona Crohi trespassing on the Stafforo place kin street. Tel. 292-W. W. A KENNBDY,
Mr. Clement has been one of the
29-31
a crop of major importance in North electmen. assessors, etc., and held a
at AsH^otnt. Trespassers will be>rnscciit- Rockland
Apple Jelly, pound........... .... 15c; 2 pounds................25c ed.
Mjk AYA STAPLES, Ash Point Me
FOR SALE or TO LET—A seventy acre farm
America; and about the time of the place on the board for many years.
CAMDEN
_____ _______
_ >*32
bordered on lake. Good thtfidings AMAN
^reserves, pound.............................................................. 30c
French Revolution a Parisian phil For the past lo or 12 years lie has
N0TIC&—^ffiereas my wife Lydia Harju DA E. MAHONEY, 64 Elm street, Camden
In the Sunday afternoon program anthropist, Parmentier. found it up been tax collector and treasurer of
_______
'
______ - 29*31
has left ay bed and board without just cause,
in the Rockland Country Club Miss hill work to induce the poor of the Montville.
this is to notify all persons that I will not be
FOR SALE—House and lot 56*Grace street;
Starlight
Bread,
3
loaves
.
25c
responsible for an.v bills contracted by her House and % acre of land. 186 Camden St.,
Ruth E. Thomas was on the list of French metropolis to eat the tubers
Mr. Clement has made a life study
in my name or on my credit after this date Rockland ; 5% aer€ field directly across the
in free soup kitchens.
artists, giving three piano numbers.
of the problems of valuation and
IVARI HARJU, Owl’s Head. Maine, March street from 186 Camden street running
axation
and
his
many
years
of
eerv
39*32
Grape Fruit, each.................... 10c; 3 for................ . .... 25c 192.1
Mrs. Edwin French has returned
Created Agricultural Revolution
through to Waldo Avenue. Nice house lots in
ice
as
assessor
and
collector
have
from a vacation of three weeks which
NOTICE—This is to not/iy all persons that both streets TEL 289-W, Rockland; 238-11,
□ranges,
per
dozen
...........................................................
40c
"The popularity of this ‘apple of given him wide experience along
Camden.
28-tf
after
this
date
I
shall
be
responsible
fnr
no
included visits in New York, Phil
the earth’ grew with a rush when Its those lines.
bills con ratted hy my' wife, Sylvia McCasFOR SALE—Power boat,“Eaglet,” of Eagle
adelphia, Annapolis, Atlantic City
lln.'
BfiAAC
McCABLIX.
March.
6
‘
.
1925
virtues once became known. Ireland
Island, 24 feet long, very bulky. 12 h. p. 4
and Washington, D. C., where she
In 1914 Mr. Clement was the Re
Butter Scotch Patties, pound......... .........................
40c T8o4<
cycle Lamb motor, $300. ER?LAND Q1T1NN,
was converted early, so much so that
attended the inaugural ceremonies.
publican candidate for Representa
25-37
PAPERNANGING ANO PAINTING.
For Eagle, Maine.
a knowledge of the tuber spread
ftarshmallows, pound......................................................... 35c such
She was accompanied
by
Mrs.
tive to the Legislature from his
work phone 349-M or cal at 16 Pleasant ..FOR SALE—Fresh elder, niade every day.
from that island to other European
Charles McDonald of Thomaston.
a postal card and I will deliver. J.
Bon Bons, pound .... 30c. Needhams, pound .... 25c street, Rockland C. C. JOHNSTON. 28*40 Drop
lands and it thereby acquired the class which to that time had been
H SIMONTON. Rockland.___________ 23 tf
While in New York Mrs. French at
misnomer, ‘Irish' potato.’ The pota strongly Democratic. To the sur
Chocolate
Drops,
pound
.....................................................
30c
AM
IMPAIRING
CARS
at
17
P/V'itir
SI*,
?0R
SALE—Tg settle an estate, several
Place your ordcre early. Geod
tended the early displays of spring
to created an agricultural revolution prise of every one he ran far ahead Service. Good quality.
city, or at yout own garage. LOREN YOUNG used upright ptanos, good condition.’ L. F.
Thomastort 3 Minute Oats, large packages, each.................
millinery and bought new goods for
of
his
ticket
and
was
elected.
In
25c
R6ekland. Maine.
27*^2
CHASE, 45 Middle street Tel. 665-2
in northern Europe and soon became
25-Th-31
the French Hat Shop.
1916 he was re-elected to the House Ice Co. Tel. 122-2.
FOR iALE—Silk farm of 90 acres In
the dominant crop. It even made
LET ME QUOTE PRICES TO YOU on Dl»and
in
1918
was
advanced
to
the
Kenneth Knight of Rockport has possible an increase in population^jn
South Thomaston; will carry 20 head of
TO
THOMASTON
BATTERY
Macaroni
or
Spaghetti,
package
..
10c;
3
packages
..
25c
ed
c
Senate
being
re-elected
in
1920.
cattle; 1500 to 2,000 cords of wood and some
bought the Fruit and confectionery a number of European countries.
o
JOSEPH E. CLOl'tiH. 174 timber; buildings in good repair
Sold on
business of Leon Sullivan on Elm Now it is to that part of the world After his first election he had no
Cream Tartar, package...................................................... 35c up
Pleasant St., Rockland.
Salesman for Knox good terms. Call on
II. SNOW. South
Special
orders
No.
23
from
the
adserious
opposition
so
two
years
later
street.
Motor Sales. C.
*
14-tf Thomaston.
31*33
what rice is to the Orient. It is more
when it became Waldo County’s turn JUtant-general’s office contain the Baking Soda, 6 packages................................................... 25c
.S. B. Haskell has returned from a truly the staff of life in large areas
SNOWMAN, TEL. 672-R does all kinds of
FOR SALE—Farms, cottages, summer prop
to furnish a member of the Govern following changes in Maine National Graham Flour, 5 pounds........................
25c ■uckWi^an£ Moving ____________UH? erties. hotels, stores, real estate of every de
short business trip to New York.
of the West than wheat itself. But
or’s Council his was the only name Guard personnel:
WEf ttN# 6RY*lrASlklRGS—Dune In flrtfl scription. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast. Me.
News has been received of the for the potato Germany probably mentioned and he was unanimously
Second Lieut. Carleton H. Ham Granulated Meal, 6 pounds............................................ - 25c claaa
20
class; manner Called for an
and delivered.
death in Rochester, Minn., March S could not have remained in the Great elected.
ALFRl® CHURCH. Tel 273 1.
mond of Thomaston promoted to 1st
27-32
FOR
SALE
—
Plenty
of
nice
English
hay.
of Henry L- Forhan, a former Cam War more than a year or so.
BUttDINdf iblLT,. altered or repaired. Price $9.99 a ton. JAMES H. SrMONTON,
Mr. Clement is a director of the Lieut. Coast Artillery to rank from Prunes, 3 pounds............................... ............ 25c
"Europe has made much greater
ID-tf
Paintlnf and p«per hanghif. celling* Miltened West Rockport.
den resident, though for a number of
Waldo Trust Co., and of the Belfast March 11, and assigned to Battery F
T<1.
5JA-3.
L. C. FIEUW, 1# MeLOVD ST
years he had made his home in use of the potato than the land of its and Liberty Telephone Co. and is 240th Artillery, at Thomaston.
Apricots, pound........... 25c. Peaches, pound............. 20c
FOR SALE—Second hand—3 upright pl____________________________________
24
-If
discovery. Approximately six billion
apos, 1 Brunswick cabinet machine, 1 Edi
Woodfords, Maine.
Albert V. Shorten promoted to 2nd Finnan Haddies, pound........................................ {.... 18c
President of the St. George’s Agri
PALMER ENGINES—The moat
rellahie son cabinet machine, 2 mandolins. 1 banjo,
Lieut. Coast Artillery to rank from
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cleveland bushels are now grown in the world cultural Society.
V. F. STUDLEY, Inc., Music Department.
engine
fdg
the
Saherama
Prices
greatly
reduced
have retU’Tiea from a visit in Con each year. If this production could
j
Large Block, immediate delivery
18-tf
He was a delegate to the National March 5, and assigned to Battery F, Salt Herring, pound............. 10c; 3 pounds................ 25c
be
brought
to
one
place
it
would
fill
Place
order
early.
Catalogue
free
Palmer
240th
Artillery
at
Thomaston.
cord, N. II.
Convention • at Cleveland last June
Tongues and Sounds, pound .... 15c; 2 pounds .... 25c Bros, Portland, Me., or GEORGE W. EL FOR SALE—Playet Plano Q. R. S. music
a gigantic bin ten miles long, a mile
rolls, wide range of choice.
While they last
and
nominated
Coolidge
The Athletic Club Food Fair will wide and 25 feet deep. If a partition which
WELL. Vlnalhaven. Me.
2132
only 25 cents each. V. F. STUDLEY, INC.,
Spring Coats arriving daily at Cod Bits, 2 pounds ......................................................... 25c
be the most elaborate ever held in were placed across such a bin at the Dawes.
g.tf
llADld ktUtERlis-FOT II.Is we will Music Department.
CUTLER-COOK CO—adv.
Smoked Bloaters, each ........ 5c; 6 for................28c dtlek up yoor battery, leave a load and de FOR SALE—Double tenement house at S
Carnden. Vaudeville, dancing, mu nine mile post the potatoes in the
liver yours back to you fully charged
Ward’s Bread is good Bread, 12e.
sic, two vaudeville acts direct from larger compartment would represent
Apply to MRS. P. B. SANBORN,
EMPLOYERS INDEMNITY CORPORATION Slack Salted Pollock, pound'............................................ 12c
H0U8E8BBRMAX. INC. Rockland.
Tel. Lisle St.
f,.|f
It. F. Keith’s—Miss Ruth Brewer, mu the production of Europe and Great at The Payson Co.—adv.
Kansas City, Mo.
72t-M
ftslde Service Station.
12-tf 66 pleafanl St. „ Tej. 303-W,
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1924
sical Maid, in a specialty during Britain. Seven-tenths of the pota
FOR
BALE
—Reildente of the late Capt.
MACMlkt
MEMRTITCHnre.
.
pieot
edge
Charles E. Hall. Middle St Heights.
AR
A riot of colors in New SjTring Reitl Estate ................................ > S6.HXR ns Yellow Eye Beans, qt. 22c; peck $1.55
which she plays violin, banjo, trom toes in the smaller division would
covered button, plaiting. PHYLLIS TOL- THUR L. OBNE, 417 Main St.. Rockland.
Fig
Mortgage Loans ........................
612.112 fto
MAN MORSE. W» Main St Ml. >68-11
bone and saxdphone. Arthur Ten represent the contribution of th,e Dresses now on dteplay at Cl’TLEB- follater.il Loans ....................
59.900 00 Pea Beans, quart .. 20c; peck .. $1.45
_______________ 27-tf
1 tf
Bars
Stocks and Bonds .................... l.i::u.;'2l» 37
ney, one of the cleverest jugglers be United States to the world crop; COOK CO —adv.
FbR SALE—A-dorn nouae; hot water heat,
fash in Office and Bank ........
408.005 99
TRUCKING, • MOVING AMO ERRANDS cement cellar; modern lmprorementa; large
fore the public today will appear in and the remaining three-tenths would
2
&s.
2Se
Kidney
Beans,
quart
.
I
......................
18c
Agent’s Balances ....................
527.-16 73
done
tuomptly,
Go
anywhere.
C.
0.
UAR
garden.
New grocery business well stocked
a comedy act.
Carney Anderson, represent those produced in the rest
Bills Receivable ........................
39.557 30
ADEN.
Tel. 156 M or 629-J.
1-lf M G. GURNEY, 3 Park St . Camden.
l-tf
Interest and Rents ..................
Liza Martz and Co. in a novelty act. of the world. Germany, Russia (it
21.253 77
MICKIE SAYS—
LADIES— Reliable (lock of hair goods at
All other Assets ........................
171,516 86 Pumpkin and Squash, can 15c; 2 cans 25c |
FOR SALE—uouse at Atlantic, (Swan's
The biggest hit of the season in had a greater acreage than Germany
Maine
Maid
the
Rockland
Hair
Store,
328
Main
St
Mall
Island.) 6 rooms, oak finish, well-built; sightly
1
"Running Wild;"
Camden’s own before the Great War), the lands that
orders solicited.
HELEN C. BHODES.
Gross Assets.................
location close by shore.
Garage and out.$3,048,140 01 Apples, can......... 18c; 3 cans........... 50c j
Pie Crust
OUR.
PR.IUTIMG
l-tf
Deduct Hems not admitted ...
Temple Quartet, John Taylor, Joseph made up Austria-Hungary,
buildings, water In house
Acre and half
415,169 IS
and
Peas
and
Corn,
can
..
18c;
3
cans
.
.50e
|
of
land.
Fine
place
for
summer
home.
At
Pkg. 25c
OePARXMEMr (S FUSSM 'BOUT
Brewster, Richard Parkinsori and France, each produces more potatoes
Admitted Assets .................... .$2,632,970 53
« bargain.
Address DR. I. B GAGE. At
Eggs
and
Chicks
Charles Lord, in songs new and old. than the United States.
lantic.
Me
57
‘
tf
LIABILITIES,
DEC
31
1024
•OJRkttUa OUT U*C£ work
Marston’s orchestra will furnish mu
Nett Unpaid Losses ................ .$ 704.629 84
Unearned Premiums ................
BUT W\SE AWIfM HUS
Leads Both Rice and Wheat
656.382 66 Maine Maid Mince Meat, can.......................................... 30c
sic afternoon and evening. The for
Used Cars
All other Liabilities ................
153,173 1»
tune teller, Madam Dah Ran Nae
fasli Capital ................................ . 7011,000 po Splendid Mince Meat, can.............................................. 25c
PR.1UTVUG SAUT
DOME
"One of the outstanding virtues of
from Syracuse, N. Y., tells yourpast, the potato which has made it the
1921 AMERICAN SIX, jffxt overhauled and
Surplus over all Liabilities ...
41R.7M 84
In first class eoftditioh—-tires practically new
\u a rush , so awe us a
present and future. There will be leading vegetable product in north
String Beans, can •....................................................
10c
Bold at once. BERT ANGEL.
—A bargain
Total LlabU.P.i - and Surplus . .$2,632,976 53
booths in which will be on display ern Europe and northern United
Gray Oull Restaurant, Limerock St , RockUTTve xwe bm Atfrtettwflu 28TH34
E f. MORAN A CO . Agents
Baked Beans, large cans, each .... 18c; 3 cans .... 90c
specialties from every line represent States is that it grows to perfection
w...
M4*»f
SER. PRAUTUft WEEDS
ed by local merchants and free in regions too cool and too moist for
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
ALL MAINE PRODUCTS—PACKED IN MAINE
Whereas Nora M Gray, late of Vlnal
To Let
samples, say—if you don’t own a satisfactory wheat culture. Another
haven, in the County of Knox and State of
basket, buy one, for you surely will advantage is the tremendous amount
Maine, by her mortgage deed dated the thlr
TO LET—TWO furnished rOoms for light
need it—150 loaves Burkett’s Fill- of food material per acre contributed
teenth day of August, 1918, and recorded in Swan’s Down Cake Flour, package.................... ............ 38c
DAY OLD OHIpKS—S C. R. A Reds. >2(1 houarkeclfing; suitable for hVo
Call after
Knox Regtotry of Deeds. Book 185. Page 415
worth bread, True’s Canned Goods, hy potatoes. A hundred bushels per
per 16b. Good layers, free delivery. MAY « P. m . 14 BROAD fittert, Tei. 997 M. 36*32
conveyed to Harvey W Ames of said Vinal Franklin Mills Flour, package.......................................... 50C
NARD &. RINN15Y, Thomaston, Maine , St.
Deep Sea Fisheries products, tea, acre is an average yield in the Unit
haven. County and State aforesaid a certain
TO LET—Main street. Garage fot dealer.
George Road.
30*35
coffee, spices, soap and more soap ed States, but in Germany the aver
parcel of land together with the buikfings Shredded Wheat, package 11c.
Boors 39x75. C M. BLAKE’S WALL PA
Com Flakes, package I0fe S.oJf.l. (ho MATCHING EGOS AT >4 A 2PER
thereon and situated in the aforesaid town of
are some of the things which will be age yield is nearly twice as great
8TOR&.
t
29 tf
setting, or >20 a 100. Pineereet Orchard
Vlnalhaven, which mortgage and note waa Cream of Wheat, package...............................
...........
21c
given away There will be a f>ahy The greatest yield in any country is
TO LET—Two modern fiats. C. M B'LAKE
stock. Every cockerel that I am using tta
assigned to the late Mrs Edna Murch, April
show Friday at 3 p.m.; a beauty con in the Netherlands where more than
29 tf
dam has a record 195 anil better
State WALL PAPER, STORE, Tel. 4WM
22, 1922, and recorded in Knox Registry of
tested for white diarrhoea. L C. MORTON,
Deeds. Book 173. Page 239.
Said property
test, with no age limit and a prize 250 bushels per acre are produced
TO LET—Small tenement on Union street?
Sweet
/Potatoes,
per
can
..............................................
38c
Friendship. Maine
27-33
was
bounded
and
described
as
follows
:
—
Inquire
of
MRS.
C.
F
SIMMONS,
21
Middle
for men. A season baseball ticket Under exceptionally favorable condi
and
On the north by the shore of Seal Cove
__________________
6-tf
0N1X—Wyfile’s 8. C RMa raised
tte on BHMV
will be given to the man judged to tions a single acre has been known
■We'll to«« so-called; on the east by land of the Bod Toilet Soap, 3 cakes.......................................... ..
free range, trap nested and bred for tyj»e
TO LET—Furnished room. ill I'LK.MSwell Granite Co.; on the south hy land of the
be the best all round baseball fan to produce 600 bushels.
and color. State accredited for white diarr ANT STREEET.
Woneta
Cocoa,
1
pound
packages
..
15c;
2
packages
.
.25c
26«31.
Moses Webster estate, known as the Benj
of last season.
The spectacular
hoea. Price 22 cents each, postpaid. Safe
"As a world crop the potato, th
Mills Jot:
the west by land of Fred A,
TO LET—Store now occupied liy Edward
arrival guaranteed
F H. WYLLIE. Thorn
windup will be a big confetti prize upstart vegetable from the New
('alderwood known as the J. B Norton home
O'U.
Conla
Will
be
vacated
about
April
aston. Me.. Kt. ]. Tel. 199-6.
15*29 79
stead and being the same premises as con
»>all Saturday night. Everyone who World, has shouldered Its way ahead
ALL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION
1st. Andy tn MRS. B. B SMITH, ot the
veyed
to
the
Grantor
by
deed
of
the
late
(
’
.
E
Bicknell
office.
ofltf
is interested in good baseball for of both rice and wheat. More pounds
Irvjng IMurch, said to contain 30 acrei, of
Camden this season should support of potatoes are now produced than, of
TO LET—Tenement at 194 North Main St .
land more or less
TREE DELIVERY IN OWL’S HEAD WED. AND THURS
all modern convenience,,
p. L. HAVENER.
Now, therefore by reason of the breach
this affair. Buy 4 season ticket.
any other single domestic vegetOJfle
Tel. 792-R.
,49.4,
the conditions thereof, I, In the capaiity as
Earn good money telling standard
product. Potatoes have won first
Administrator of the Estate of late Edna
CUT PRICES ON EVERYTHING SALE DAYS advertised Radio parts and sets.
1 Ward's Bread is good Bread, 12c. place in the world too, in the matter
Murch, <da1ni foreclosure of said mortgage.
at The Paysoiy Co.—adv.
D H GL1DDEN,
of diffusion. They have become an
Know the tremendous pull
For details write FEDERAL ST.
Administrator.
important crop in the temperate and
Dated at Vlnalhaven, Maine, this 18th day
AUTO
SUPPLY,
Portland,
Me.
'W* pre now showing Kid Boots cool
.................
........
.
ing
power of Courier-Gazette
portions
of every
continent—
of February, 1925.
TELEPHONES 316 AND 317
sweaters with the white \ an Hensen f| oln j..rance tn Scandinavia, in Si3tP32
31Tb33
ads.
---------Collars and Cuffs. CUTLEK-CUUK

w

!

RADIO

AT HASKELL’S

)*r\r
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The allegations in the plaintiff's
bill were finally admitted by counsel
Walter L. Jameson, an employe ot for the defendant, Allan Robinson of
New Hampshire Paper Pays the Boston Transcript in its compo the Jaw firm, of Coggan & Coggan.
sition department for the past 18 Boston, and Judge John "H. Hill of
Tribute To Woman Well years, died suddenly Sunday night Portland, and Judge Sturgis there
at his home in South Boston.
Mr. upon appointed Leon W. Sanborn of
Known Hereabouts.
Jameson had gone to Bridgewater, Vinalhaven, and Thomas Courtis of
412 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
Massachusetts,
re
where he owned a small farm and Marblehead,
The following story from the Ex spent the day in planting and work ceivers, they to give bond for $10,000.
eter (N. H.) News-better of recent ing about the place with Mrs. Jame Carl C. Jones ,of the Portland law
date will lie of Interest to friends in son. His death occurred without firm of Bradley, Linnell & Jones,
•warning soon after returning home. appeared for the plaintiff, together
Union and Hope.
Mr. Jameson was born in Rockland with Alan L. Bird and Frank H. In
• • • •
65 years ago. He married Miss Idaj graham. of Rockland, appearing for
In the midst of their simple plans Deart. also of Rockland, in Boston | credit urs who had been granted
-At—
and projects in honor of Washington’s in 1890. She is the only surviving’ leave to Intervene, and the former
approaching birthday, the children of
ODD LOT STEP-INS—Made from good white
relative. Prior to his connection with also appearing for the mortgagee,
ODD LOT “CORONET" HO8I ERY—Ladies’
the East School, Kensington, learned the Transcript, Mr. Jameson had while Charles D. Booth, of the Port
muslin and lace trimmed; 59c quality. Spe
Hose,
in
color*,
drop
stitch;
medium
weight;
S5K l£= Cou-'
land law lirm of Verrell, Hale, Booth(
cial to close ................................. -........... —• .39
EOc value. To close, per pair.... ............-".29
rler-Gazette, the Worcester Telegram & Ives, appeared for the American
birth and for many reasons deserving and the Boston Directory. He was a Glue Company, one of the largest
PORCH DRESSES—Odd lot, Oranoe-Maid and
LINGETTE
STEP-INS—O^e lot Lingette and
revtAence and honor.
member of Hudson Ixulge, No. 154, creditors.
Frosco Bungalow Aprona or Porch Dresses,
Born when Washington had been 1. O. O, F., of Hudson, Mass., the.
Since this hearing, word has been
Opposite Waiting Room
$1.50 to $2.00 values. To close ..
♦fcl9
Crepe Step-ins; $1.25 value. To close .79
dead but
32 years,
years, »nu
and while Lincoln R
nu «
Arranum and the Boston Typo- received that an Involuntary petition
ROCKLAND,..................... MAINE
,s still struggling'with poverty anil
was
in, bankruptcy has been filed against
CURTAINS—One lot Marquisette Curtains,
nln aspirations,
nsnirntions all
nil felt that the I
noble
TOWELS—One lot Huek Towela, large size,
Libby Glue. & Products Co. In the'
hemstitched Border, Lace Edge Trimmed,
dear old lady who has so late in her
United States District Court, in Bos
wide; colored Damask borders; 29c value.
FUNERAL OF H. L. WITHEE
With Lace Motif in corner; regular price $2.00.
pilgrimage left her native vales in the
ton, Libby Glue & Products Co., be
BISHOP QUAYLE DEAD Pine Tree State to dwell among us I
To close, each ........... ................................. .23
Special, per pair ..........................
♦1.59
Flags flew at half staff and many ing a Massachusetts corporation.
deserved at least birthday greetings, j places of business were closed in
read Rockport
Passing of famous Metho Not a few, of, the News-Letter
,
,_____
yesterday
during
the
INDUSTRIAL DEPRESSION
ers have already guessed that 1 mean • funpra, sprv|pps of ,hp latp Hpnry b
dist Leader—Platform Or Grandma Carter, who has Just passed ; Wj(hpp Rpv j N ,.almPr read the Was Indicated Last Year By Certain
her 94th milestone.
Scriptures, offered prayer and pro
Phases of the Insurance Game.
ator and Author.
So pupils and teacher wrote letters nounced the benediction, while an elo
or cards full of loving wishes and quent liersonal tribute was paid by
State
Insurance
Commissioner
The Methodist Episcopal church ery them to this interesting neigh
27O.?h.
Why not try Ward's Bread, 12c.
>
lost one of its most brilliant leaders bor. Though fhe dear old lady is Rev. 11. I. Holt of Camden. The Spencer says that the fact that there mlssioner Spencer.
"In workmen's compensation pre
“All in all, the results for the past at The Payson Co.—adv.
Monday, through the death of Bis ery bright and alert, doing beautiful Rockport Odd Fellows, lodge, the has been a depression in Industry is
hop William A. Quayle in Baldwin, sewing and much deep reading, she Rockland Elks lodge and Knox Bar clearli; indicated In the reduction in miums were larger, but losses were yeur in the department were about
Kansas. Bishop Quayle had presided is in a double sense a shuwin, being Association were represented hy very premiums during the past year In also larger. Some companies had what might have been expected.
AAZX/sA/\AAAAAA
S'* z\
“The preliminary statements will zs
over Maine conferences and his ora ery deaf, Hence the notes of greet large delegations. Included in the three elementary phases of casualty large percentages of loss due to the
many
floral
tributes
were
a
number
insurance, accident and health, en uncertain trend of this form of casu be ready for distribution in about « ryOGENES Looked For An
tory had been heard in the local pul ing, each with its gay little pasted on
of especially handsome designs. The gine and mgfhinery and credit insur- alty.
two weeks."
pit.
z5 .
Honest Man. If Ha Had
ag, were especially welcome.
hearers
were
Col.
Walter
H.
Butler,
ace.
"In all the other classes of risks the
An outspoken Republican, an ac
es Been Wise Enough to AdvsrRight here I wish to say that Judge E. C. Payoh, Gllfiord B. But
"Acident and health insurance premiums and losses for the past
tive and keen political observer and Grandma Carter's neighbors are miss
tise He Could Have Sat Still
We are now showing Kill Boots
show losses of 25 per cent ovtr the year exceeded those of the preceding
a renowned orator, teacher, lecturer ing a lot if they do not call on her. ler and Ensign Otis.
ft and Waited For Honest Man
sweaters
with
the
white
Van
Heusen
preceding year, engine and machin year. The aggregates for the past
and writer, Bishop Quayle had held Also in no other way can they under
£ to Come to Him.
ery, 47 per cei^; and credit insur year were as fdtlows:
Premiums, Collars and Cuffs. CUTLER-COOK
pastorates In Kansas City, Indian stand her glad little surprised jump
THE LATEST MOVE
Co.
—
adv.
ance, 50 percent," continued Com- $4,017,457.67; claims paid, $1,801,A A A A A A i
apolis and Chicago before his eleva back in her chair and her character
tion to the bishopric in 1908.
istic laugh as she opened the box Libby Glue & Products Co.
He was born June 45, 1860 in Clay containing a little fruit and candy
County, Mo„ and at the age of four and the children's letters. Latter,
Files Involuntary Bank
A
mouths was taken to the then Terri three young girls and their grandma,
ruptcy Petition.
tory of Kansas by his iiarents. He all close neighbors, added a beautiful
studied in the preparatory depart blrtbdaj- cake and other sweets.
ment of Baker University at Bald
A hearing was recently held in
Though surrounded by loving and
win, Kan., and later entered the col faithful relatives, these tokens from Portland, before Associate Justice
legiate, where, upop his graduation, outside the family circle, as is usual Sturgis of the Supreme Court, on the
he was made 'professor of languages ly the case, were much appreciated. •bill in equity brought by Edward M.
and vice-president of the Institution.
Mrs. Carter’s family, who have ob Alden Company of Boston against
At the age of thirty years he became served with much /ileasure grand Libby Glue & Products Co., of Vinal
president, serving for four years and mother’s prolonged enjiyment of her haven. for the appointment of a re
then resigning to enter the ministry. birthday remembrances, wish to use ceiver of the last named corpora
He was pastor of St. James' this opportunity, to thank all Av ho tion.
church, Chicago, when called fo till contributed so lovingly toward mak ----------------------------------------------------- —
one of the highest offices in, the ing this recent birthday so joyful an
Methodist church. His episcopal occasion, and helping the dear old
residence was in St. Paul until 1916, lady to realize that even though so
when he removed to St. Louis.,
far from the 'home of her youth, she
The lectures of Bishop Quayle is no longer a stranger in a strange
were not of the Chautauqua virtety, land.
ilthough he sometimes spoke from
Chautauqua platforms. From life
A riot of colors in New Spring
long study—it is sakl he read a book Dresses now on display at CUTLERa day while at college—he had an COOK CO.—adv.
unlimited repertoire for addresses,
and humorous punctuations ' fre
quently were resorted to.
Speaking once <it the sharp politi
TODAY
cal feeling in Missouri after the Civil
An innocent flirt plays a reck
THE THEATRE AROUND
War, Bishop Quayle said thaJLJhe
less game and threatens the hap
THE CORNER
people of Clay County were going to
piness of her dearest friends.
* Rain or Shine
hang his father because he voted for
See—
Lincoln, '••but my father refused to
stay for the hanging,” he fflMed.
He was very peculiar ahout such
things.”
.•.•.I
—In
Again while delivering a panegyric
ti
at the funeral of Bishop Lincoln
Bishop Quayle pictured his own
With a cast which includes—
de:ip> and the hteeting therefor
—
Also
—
will) Bishop Luccock. ..whom he.imFlorence Vidor, Rockliffe
, A NEW SPECIAL EACH DAY AT 9:00 A. M.
agined saying: “Well, Quayle,jjuw
Fellows
and Earle Williams
did you get here? I am surprised."
Wrought Iron Bridge Lamp
No Phone or Mail Orders or Reservations
The degree of Ph. I), was conferred
upon Bishop Quayle In 1892 by Alle
A
/
Friday-Saturday
FRIDAY—Wrought Iron Bridge Lamp...................................
gheny College and that of D. Ji. . by
—With—
Del’anw College ithe same yiar.
ALL STAR CAST
Baker University honored him with
SATURDAY—Fireless Cooker................................................
the degree of LL. D. in 1900 and
Lawrence College, Wisconsin, con
—In—
MONDAY—Silk Shade Boudoir Lamp...................................
Triday-Saturday
ferred the same degree in 1908.
Books written by Bishop Quayle
Each Special will be sold as long as it lasts
include "The Poet's Poet and Other
Essays,” "A Study In Current 8oclai
• only on the day scheduled
Theories.” "A Hero and Some Other
—In—
Folks,” "ftopks and Life,” "In God’s
Out-of-Doors.” ''Eternity in thi
20 to 30% Less on Large and
Heart.” “The Prairie and the Sea,'
"You're not Georgina Brent !
Lowell and the Christian Faith,'
Small Fixtures
You're an imposter!" A tense
Saturday’s Special
God's Calendar," "The Book of
moment in the unusual story of
Ruth," "The Song of Songs,” "The
twin sisters, alike in appearance,
PjiBtor-Preacher," "Laymen In Ac
but so different in their pursuit of
tion," "The Climb to Gpd," "Poems,
A baffling and sensational love
XiJ'e and love.
Beside Lake Beautiful,” “Recovered
JVALTER L. JAMESON

"GRANDMA CARTER”

CANDY SPECIAL

ONTON

For This Week

DEPARTMENT STORE

Peanut Butter Chips

CHISHOLM BROS.

22 23 24 25 26 27 28

-

Social Circles
In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this departure es
pecially desires Information of social happenhigs, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent
by mall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE

..............................................

770

A colonial ibouquet of 1925 design
the outstanding feature of the
•birthday dinner party tendered N.
B. Gobi) Tuesday night at the Narragansett Hotel by the Fuller-CobbD'avis crowd. Mr. Cobb entered the
darkened dining room and was
greeted by a burst of welcoming
shouts and a vision of the bouquet as
the lights flashed up. The menu was
excellent and music helped make up
a joyous evening. Miss Helen Dun
bar was the chief schemer.

Miss Doris Smith has been having
a difficult fortnights' tussle with ton
sllitis at her T street home. She Is
now improving.
The auction party at the Business
& Professional Wofnen’a Club tomor
row evening promises to lie of inter
est since it is to follow the lines of
the larger parties which have linen
given at the Copper Kettle. There
are to be sjiecial refreshments and
lirlzes. The hostesses will be Mrs.
Maud
Blodgett,
Mrs.
Margaret
Perry. Mrs. A. II. Joni.- Mrs. Emma
Harvey, Mrs. Emily Stevens, Miss
dean McKenzie, Miss Walcott and
M'lss Annie Blackington.

Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Fifleld of
Vinalhaven were guests Monday of

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L Orne, while
homeward bound from Portland.
Austin Richardson has been home
fiVini Boston for a few days.
john Watts was in Boston the first
of the week.

C. H. Berry 2d and Lloyd N-'Law
rence are doing the Boston show
this week.
~
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Thorndike
are in Boston whither the latter went
to consult a specialist.

Two vocal selections by Miss Kitty
McLaughlin were broadcast from a
New York station Munday night to
the delight of many local admirers.
Mrs. Clara Johnson and Mrs. E S.
May are home from the Boston mil
linery markets.

A birthday party was held at the
B. P. W. Club rooms Monday even
ing in honor of Miss Helen DeCoste.
Refreshments were served. Vocal
selections were readied by Miss
Amanda Wood and Miss Elizabeth
Hjitchinson, with Mr. Bates as their
Accompanist. The evening wgs spent
with dancing, music and cards. The
guests of honor were Dr. Frohock.
Dr. Walter D. Hall, Dr. Hodgkins.
William Koster, Mr. Thomas, Thorn
ton Thorndike, Darell Mann, Alfred
Ireland. William Flint, Miss Betty
'Steele, Miss Elizabeth Winslow, MisKenneth White, Mrs. Minnie Miles.
Miss Alice Lymburner, Mrs. DeCoste.
Mrs. Peaslee. Miss Eliza DeCoste, Mrs.
Harriet Silsby Frost and the faculty
and nurSes of Silsby Hospital. Miss
DeCoste was the recipient of many
beautiful gifts, among them being
a beautiful birthday cake, presented
by Mrs. Minnie Miles.

Mr, and Mrs. Matthew McNeilly
motored from Brookline. Mass., last
week ana were guests of Mrs. A. H
Hurd, Limerock street. Upon their
return they were accompanied by
Carl Hurd, who is attending the Bos
ton auto show and looking over
Wentworth Institute, which he plans
to enter next fall.

F. J. SIMONTON CO-

»»»»»»»»»»

15 lb 17 18 19 20 21

W 30 31

Friday, Saturday and Monday

45c lb.

?5 TAARCF 1925
$ M T w T F S
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
§ 9 10
11 12 1314

Second Annual Sale

Friday, Saturday
and Monday

STRAND

JOHNNY HINES

THE EARLY BIRD”

Plano—
Ballet.

Soprano—
Mode,

“THE
BACK TRAIL”

Yesterdays in Literature," "The Dy
namite of God" and "The Throne of
Grace."
There was a pretty birthday party
at the home of Mr. and Mrs., Lyman
Stanley, Gay 'street,
in honor of
their daughter Lenora. The evening
was spent with music and games
numerous prizes being won. Thosepresent were Elizabeth Hamlin
Kathlyn Cole, Lillian Cole, Eleanor
Hussey, Katelyn Seavey, Edna Mc
Cartney and Kathlyn Walsh.. The
dining room was decorated In blue
and white. In the center of the titble
was a birthday cake with 15 lighted
candles. Refreshments were served
Many presents were received.

------

jj'7.

Mrs Clara Packard, who hate’been
spending the week with Mrs. "F.
Bicknell went Tuesday to Dover. N
H„ to visit her sister, Mrs. Albert
Hurd.

Miss Ruth Perry, daughter (StMr
and Mrs. Sumner Perry, is receiving
treatment at Silsby Hospital.’**'

O. Henry
Anonymous

Mrs. John Thornton has refutmed
front Portland where she went to see
Cadman her granddaughter, Mrs. Smith (nee
Homer Grace Daggett), who goes into St
Barnabas Hospital the last of the
Verdi week for an operation.

Ireland

Mrs. Harold B. Rurgcss is the
guest of Miss Mildred Gillette in
Newton Highlands, Mass.

Lsland Spell,
Miss Thomas
Soprano—
The Time For Making Songs Has < omc
Steingl
R. E. Phllbrick is in Boston on bust
Tlie Little Coons’ Prayer,
The Old Refrain.
Kreisier ness and incidentally taking in the
iMlaa Harrington
auto show.
Soprano—
Homing,
Teresa Del Rlego
Heart of Mine.
James Whltcoirt) Riley
E. B. Hastings arrived home yes
Mrs. Wcitworth
terday from a business trip In Bos

^ccel

story that whizzes with myste-y.

ne tax returns,

Robert Col-

“THE RIDDLE RIDER”

at

The variety of fixture offerings ranges
from small ones that ordinarily tell
less than a dollar, up to the very highest
priced ones.

MONDAY-TUESDAY

“FORTY WINKS”
—With—

These include a large, assortment of
dining room, living room, kitchen, hall and
porch lighting fixtures. Among them are
some of the latest patterns and designs.

VIOLA DANA
THEODORE ROBERTS

—
THREE SHOWS—2:00, 8:45, 8:80.

PRICES 10c, 15c, 20c

“THE AGE OF INNOCENCE”
LAST TIME

Handsome,* black 60-inch wrought

iron stand.

Decorated, oval shape

parchment shade.

A $6.00 value.

Including ,cord and plug

Monday’s Special

*2s45

—With—

TODAY

Beverly Bayne, Elliott Dexter
COMEDY

FABLES

NEWS

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

SANDRA
—STARRING—

BARBARA

LaMARR

—AND—

BERT

LYTELL

Spectacular, entrancing in its splendor—from Long Island to
Monte Carlo in an hour of luxurious romance.
—COMPANION PICTURE—

“THUNpERING

HOOFS”

—STARRING—

FRED

THOMSON

With his Wonderful Horse

“SILVER KING”
COMING—"TOP OF THE WORLD," With An ALL STAR CAST

Spring Coals arriving dally

:Gooker

K1NOGRAMS and COMEDY

—Afso—

ton.

1 am prepared to assist In making

$ 2.45
4.95
1.25

"trail
SHADOWS'

JACK HOXIE

Specially Jim,
Miss Cross
Soprano—
d’ace, Pace. Mio I)Io,
Miss Harrington
Mrs. Charles Morton of Villa Nova
Baritone—*
Herbert
<Jyi»y Love Song,
Pa., has entered a hospital in Phlla
The Road That Brought You to Me.
Hanvblen delphia where she will have an oper
Boh a mi on at ion performed.
Rig 'Bass Viol.
i.Mr. Wilson

Plano—

At ALL Central Maine Power Company Stores

“BORROWED
HUSBANDS”

BETTY COMPSON

Miss Lena Thorndike enters upon
her duties in the Thomaston schools
Clay Smith Monday.
Cluck

(He Black Joe.
Miss Thomas
Recitation—
llv Courier.
Little Ah-8I<1.
Mrs Wentworth

Mar. 13, 14 and 16

“HUSBANDS
AND LOVERS”

H. McGrath is on a trip (o
Mrs. Corn Kittredge Is visiting 4er
and New York, with pel
headquarters in the theatre sob Scott in New York.
while away.
Mrs. E. F. Curtis is very slcj$. at
her home on Crescent street ’.with
The one regrettable feature of the
Sunday afternoon concert at the pneumonia,

Kerry Dance.
Sorter Miss You. •
Mrs. W«st worth

I

EMPIRE

John
Boston
nianent
district

Country Club was tlie disappointingly
small attendance. The program was
an unusually complete and meritor
ious one, and gave rare pleasure to
all who did attend. Mrs. Ruth San
born had charge. The following num
hers were presented.
Soprano—
Molloy

z

Ccoks a whole meal—meat and po

Clearance Sale on Lamps
Especially attractive discounts are of
fered on higher priced Floor and Table
Lamps. Exceptional values in parchment
shade lamps end walnut, mahogany,
wrought iron, pottery and metal baet.
Also desk lamps, bridge lamps, student
lamps an($ flaehllghts.

Special Prices on Appliances
Many different types of appliances
—percolators, toasters, irons, ironers,
cleaners and clothes washers—used for
store display purposes and remaining
from depleted stock, will be disposed of at
bargain prices.

STORES AT

Augusta
Bath
Belfast
Boothbay
Brunswick
Camden
Dexter
Dover -Foxcroft
Freeport
Gardiner

Guilford
Lewiston
Mechanic F
Norway
Pittsfield
Rockland
Richmond
Skowhegan
Waterville
Winthrop

tatoes, beans and baked apple, or
other combinations all at one time.
No watching, turning or basting.
Bakes, boils, roasts, stews, steams
and fries.

*
Can be attached to any ordinary
light socket or outlet.

Silk Shade Boudoir Lamp

Complete equipment consists of the
cooker itself, cooker cover, two pure
aluminum vessels each 1(4 quarts,
folding vessel stand, cord with plugs,
cooking chart and guarantee for one
year.

Regular price $10;

*4.95

A handsome lamp for the dressing
table. Beautiful removable aiik shade
inserted in imitation ivory frame and
base. Including connecting cord and
plug. A remarkable value for|^^^

It will pay you to visit our local scores
each day of the sale

Central Maine Power Company
At any of our stores
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PARK THEATRE

DOVER WOMAN STORY OF "ELDER D.”
Which Is Called To Mind By
HAS HELP AT HAND the “Abraham Lincoln”

“The Age of Innocence." featuring 1
Beverly Bayne and Elliott Dexter,1
will be shown for the last time to-1
day. “The Age of Innocence" was 1
----Moving Picture.
,
I
•
adapted from the novel by Edith
Rockland, .March 7Wharton which was cnosen as the Believes In Being Prepared
outstanding book published in 1922!
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
and awarded tl»e $5,000.00 Pulitzer
and Knows What To Have
The ntanafter of Park Theatre is
Prize.
to lie commended for bringing to
“Sandra" featuring Barbara La
In the House.
Rockland the motion picture, "Abra
Marr and Bert Lytell. will be the
ham Lincoln." Relatives in Rhode |
main attraction for Friday and Sat
urday"Thundcrliig Hoofs" with
-Mrs. it. II Parkman of Suntno 1 Island who saw the picture wrpte
Fred Thomson another feature pic-j s^reet. Lover. .M". a farmers wife, that it was '•wonderful,'' and I agree
ture will be on the same program.
writes the Pries'. Drug to., of Ban- with their use of this adjective in
describing this picture of the life of
"Sandrn” presents Barbara La sor' Me.:
Marr in a new type of stellar role
’The fan"’>e ' 1 ««* s Indigestion the “Great Emancipator.” It brought |
✓/ivwnxwccwcNx'Ncccccccnwnw'
-that of a woman with a double- ’ Powder you sent me a year ago s-o vividly to our hearts the lights I
edged
heart. She loves her husband. |
at that time and this winter and shadows and victory of this
MOTHER:- Fletcher’s
inn also loves adventure. When he about Christmas time. I had another martyred President's life. It seems!
becomes too prosaic to give her ad- s',«'11 “f indigestion and my husband to me that the life of no man in the i
Castoria i^a pleasant, harm
venture, she quits him to search for B,,t
a s,na" b”ttIe ”f ‘"f P'wder history of our nation followed more
less Substitute for Castor Oil,
it in the gay life of the European I took it according to directions and closely that of the Man of Nazareth,
It helped me from the first. I intend for Abraham Lincoln was born in
Paregoric, Teething Drops
capitals. How she finally meets with
to keep it in the house in ease of humble circunistartces. was “a man
disillusionment, only to find happi
and Soothing Syrups, espe
need.
of sorrows and acquainted with
ness at her own doorstep, makes a
“I am taking it now twice a day, grief." and he carried the griefs and
cially prepared for Infants in arms and Children all ages.
capital picture.—adv.
in the morning before breakfast and sorrows of his people until his kind)
after dinner because I feel so much heart was nearly broken.
To avoid imitations, always look for the signature of
In thinking of his compassion for
APPLETON
better after eating.
It takes awaj
Proven directions on each package. Physicians everywhere recommend it.
tlmt bloated feeling after eating and the slaves. I am reminded of tihe |
humble, yet beautiful life of one of
The annual town meeting passed I think it is fine.”
these, who, yery naturally, was al
off very quietly Monday.
“The average marketing of hogs for
MEAT PRICES EXPAND the week ending March 7 at 11 prin Mrs. Idzzie Philbrook is in very Priest's Powder for Indigestion, ways a deep admirer of Lincoln. He
was a slave in the South and ran
poor health.
Sour, Sick Stomach, Car Sickness.
cipal markets was 30.000 a day less
Miss Susie Pease was a recent Heartburn and General Hyperacidity away from a cruel master. Through
Fewer Cattle and Hogs Be than a year ago and in consequence, guest
swamps anif countless . hardships,
of Mrs. George Fotvles.
of the Stomach.
hogs are 7 cents a pound higher than
hiding by day, and wearily traveling
Bryan Clark is sawing up some of
ing Received, Explains they
All druggists. 50c and $1.50. The
were then. On current corn his neighbors' woodpiles, with his
$1.50 size holds fire (5) times as by night, guided by the North Star,
Branch Manager Jackson. prices hogs are showing a profit to gasoline engine.
he at last reached the little state of
much as the 50c size.
the farmer.
Live cattle have ad
Rhode Island.
There he found
Mrs. Lenora Fish visited the High
Priest's
Regulators,
the
ideal
tonic
The currerit increase in meat pric vanced about 2 cents a pound since School in Union Wednesday.
laxative for chronic 'constipation 25c frie"?9; and af‘er ‘?e War ’>ou5ht. a
es is attracting country-wide atten the first of the year.
small farm. He also prepared for
Miss N'ettie Ripley has been vis
"Due to the consumer’s preference iting her sister, Mrs. Carpenter for and 75c. If your dealer does not
tion, hut it is doubtful if the public
carry them in stock have him order th,e2’!lnitLr?'
is very well acquainted with the facts and demand for certain choice cuts, a few days.
Elder D. was a familiar figure In
for you or send direct to Priest Drug
in the case. To get the producers’ these choice cuts have to carry the
Mrs. Stella Butler called on Mrs. Co., Bangor, Me. Parcel post pre my childhood and I remember so welj I
version a Courier-Gazette reporter major proportion of price increases. Pease Sunday.
paid to any address.
No extra I the tall well built figure, erect in
yesterday called upon H- E. Jack- Pork chops, steaks and loin roasts.
! spite of his years, his kindly face,
Sirs. Vesta Carpenter called on charge.—advt.
son. manager of the Rockland branch. , and °ther fancy euta are costing from Mrs. Lenora Fish Monday
black as polished ebony, his ready)
to 15 cents a pound more than was
of Armour & Co., Hs said:
smile .showing a set of fine white
“Materially reduced receipts of the case several weeks ago. while
and his crown of thick, some
PORT CLYDE
CHURCHES SHOW GAIN teeth,
cattle and hogs—particularly hogs— pork shoulders, pot roasts, round
what kinky hair, sprinkled with the
at the principal western markets steaks, boiling beef and various oth
frost of time. His black ministerial
Rev. W. M. Brewster will preach
have caused demand to greatly ex er parts and portions that are nut in
Catholic Increase Largest, coat, though a little shiny with age.
ceed supply, and as a* result there great demand have hot shared in the at the Advent church tomorrow at
was immaculate, and his linen was
hav been sharp advances in the price upward movement to any consider 10.30 and 7 o'clock. There will be
Methodists Second, Bap always white as newly fallen snow.
special music
able extent."
both of live animals and meat.
His dress hat. if I remrmber rightly,
tists Third.
, was a silk one, somewhat after the
style worn in Lincoln's time. In
Organized churches In America summer he usually wore a straw hat.
gained 590.000 communicants during
Every Sunday morning we would
1924. jici.ordlng to eensus figures ap see him drive past on his way to the
to take the morning
train to
pearing in the Christian Herald. This station
„
,
_
Connecticut, where lie was pastor of
figure represents a net gam. after de- a co,^ed rong/egaMdn. He always |
duction for the losses in membership drove a dark bay mare, almost black.
due to withdrawals, dismissals and hitched to an ancient buckboaid.
with an aged black setter dog trot
death.
Tile Roman Catholic church reports ting stiffly lieneath it. The mare
a larger gain than any other single, Jenny, whvh a colt belonged to
denomination, 220,000 new members my father, then a young man court
having raised its total to 16.092.90-1 ing one of the village bells, who
communicants with a church popula later became my mother. Jenny was
tion of more than 18.000.000. Of the so full of hlgti spirits mother was
IYotestnnt sects. the
Methodist afraid to ride behind her, especially
group of churches is the largest, with after s,he nearly tipped the carriage
a total of 8.700.007 members.
The off a high bridge, so father sold her
Baptist group is second, with 8.227.22S* to Elder D. The dog. who bore the
members, and the Lutheran is third, name of “Nigger" had saved the life1
of his master and mistress by wak
with 2,503.612 members.
All churches report increased ing them Just in time to escape from
membership in the foreign mission their burning house- Master, dog,
fields, particularly in Asia and mare and bueklioaid had all grown
Africa.
In the last quarter of u aged and gray together. Bo punctual
century, the number of Christian to the hour and minute w is- Elder D.
communicants in Africa has in in passing our house those Sunday
mornings, that as soon as father
creased from 342.857 io 1,015.683: '
heard the rattle of (he liuekboard he
Asia, from 622.460 to 1.053.057.
Including the gain for this year would usually glafice at the clock
tile church membership in the United and remark that, by the Elder’s time,
States has increased 130 per cent it was right, or fast, or slow as the
since 1891, while the population in case might be.
Elder D. married a comely and
crease oVer the same period has been
To the first 25 persons cprrectlv
HORIZONTAL
capable woman of his race. No chil
80 |>er cent.
12. Small parasites often found on solving the above puzzle, and bring
STRAND THEATRE
Following Is the Christian Herald's dren were born to them and a small
stable boys.
ing their solutions to The Courier-.
table, showing the growth among the brotrn lad named Joe. whom they
A person who loses at the race Gazette office, two,tickets each will
adopted, ran away and was never
A most fascinating plot is that Protestant churches:
track.
heard from. It Is told how this .
Groups
which you will find today in "BorGains
be
presented
to
Strand
Theatre.
So

small urchin caused much merriment J
14. Word of mouth.
Methodist ..................
79 $74 at the district school, by informing
lutions will be received between S I rowed Husbands " Nancy Burrard, Baptist ...............................
16. Competitive trial of speed.
. 88.693 one of the older pupils, a pretty
a lively American girl, declines to ac Lutheran ........................
15. ' A mineral spring.
a. m. and 5 p. m
37 801 young lady In her 'teens, who ans- I
19. Persons held as property.
company her husband. Gerald, on an Presbyterian ............ .......
37 909
of “Jo," for'
Name of an Indian tribe.
expedition to Central America. Ger- Disciples of Christ .................
47 7«»3 wered to the name
VERTICAL
Abbreviation for great public
Josephine, that idle was "named ]
fald protests that she will be lonely Episcopalian ................
7 738
A
style
of
modern
type.
speaker.
3 535 after him." Amanda D. was much In
Famous race-track in the South I and Nancy, who loves him devotedly, Congregational .....................
21. An uproar at race-track caused
demand among the white folks when
Reformed .................
32
where
race-track
scenes
of
by bad decision of judges.
they needeir hqlp in houstwork or
replies that she intends to avoid lone United Brethren .........
10.540
"DIXIE
HANDICAP"
were
taken.
26. An abbreviation
for certain .
nursing. With the years these hum
Evangelical
Svnod
.......
liness
by
"borrowing
husbands
”
—
6,728
A colored jockey's national game
point of the compass.
ble ex-slaves gained the love and re
Evangelical
Church
.......
8
722
those of her friends. This experiment
A street ear.
In the negative.
spect of everyone who knew them,
Adventists ..............
4 819
French word meaning "here."
leads to serious complications and a
28. A conjunction.
our pastor and church people were
Brethren
(Drunkardsl
,
.
1
192
A straight, tapering rod.
tragedy involving three families.
29. Abbreviation for certain term
proud to call them "brother" and
Combing forces.
Constance Stanley gladly offers her Christians ....................
of focusing, used by motion pic
"sister.” I remember attending cot
r.
4H9
Same as 29.
husband, Curtis, for the experiment.
ture directors.
tage meetings with mother at Elder
A person who takes care of Reeve Lewis' flirts with Nancy in an
30. Abbreviation for a southern con
Il's house, which was always kept
Assemblies
of
God
.
5 000
horses.
effort to make his wife, Peggy, jeal
tinent.
neat as wax. Once Mrs. D. had so
Pentecostal
.............
fi
78*>
Short expression for elevated ous. Edith Langwell who suspects
31. Abbreviation for interest.
recently varnished the parlor chairs,
Scandinavian Evangelical
606
train
her husband, a famous surgeon, of Moravians .........
33.
wc who sat in them found much dif
Nickname given to race-track
804 ficulty in leaving them ! How badly
23. Abbreviation
for a southern being too intimate with his women
dope fiends
state.
patients, asks Nancy to play about
35. A certain kind of glove.
the poor soul felt over our "varnish
Totals
366,336
An adverb.
! with him. At least Edith will know
37. A race-track pledge.
ed" apparel.
One who entertains friends at that Dr. Langwell'* time is spent in
38. Prefix pertaining to shape of
The aged minister was an inter
Hie
race-track.
nocently
with
her
friend.
This,
of
race-track.
esting speaker, but was especially
Accessary to" every horse.
course is only the beginning of the
40. Girl’s first name.
blessed with a gift of prayer. Many
A venomous serpent.
story.
42. Main attraction at a race-track.
a soul, sorrowful, sick or dylqg was
What
horses
sometimes
do
with
“
White
Shadows,
”
starring
the
44. Abbreviation for Amateur Ath
glad to have the comfort of the in
their hoofs.
•
popular screen artist, Betty Compeon.
letic Union.
spired petitions of thfc humble ser
u
Not
far
from
the
race-track.
will
be
shown
for
the
first
time
in
A series of steps sometimes used
vant of God. At last his earthly life
Latin
word
meaning
"bad."
'
Rockland at the Strand Theatre Fri
by horses.
was nearing the end and willing
Abbreviation
for
medical
man
day.
47. Abbreviation for "at suit of."
hands ministered to his every want.
Same as 2.
It is a picture, which should please
The old slave was ready to go Home
Same as -1.
all types of movie fans, as it not only
to his Master. His only regret was
Sometimes called "Dixie.”
has an interesting story, convincingly
in leaving the faithful wife who had
A young horse.
enacted by a cajiable well chosen
stood toy his side so long, as they
An adverb.
For Men and Women
east, but it wa« superbly directed by
had no living relatives. But the God
Abbreviation for Association of Graham Cutts, who did such good
he had served so well knew his de
the Royal Academy.
work in "Woman to Woman.” Mr.
sire. Mandy was taken ill with what
A boy’s firs! name.
Cutts has an eye for reality as well
seemed only a slight cold, but in a
A covering for a street.
as for pieturesqueness as his scenes
few hours she' had passed peacefully
A large city in New England, in "White Shadows" prove. The Par
----------- '
) into eternity. A few days later with
omitting fifteenth letter of the isian cafe vibrates with a tawdry,
Accept only genuine “Phillips," the radiant face, saying he saw his
Manufactured by
alphaliet.
tinsel atmosphere: while the Swiss original Milk of Magnesia prearribed Saviour, the ig'd minister and exUTILITY SLEEVE CO. Rockland
Persons holding race-track prop mountains and the English country
by physicians for 50 years as an
slave himself passed on to eternal
erty by lease.
side reflect only beauty and peace. antacid, laxative, corrective.
freedom.
All Sizes On Sale At
20. Found In Ihe race-track grand It is indeed a masterpiece of photo
25-cent bottles, also 50-cent bottles,
There, face to face, he must have
J. F. GREGORY SONS COMPANY
stand.
graphic contrasts.—adv.
contain directions—any drug store.
met Abraham Lincoln, the emancl-

A Series of Letters

to Local People

To the Automobile Owner

Castoria

Who Plays Safe Both Ways
I
•Every time an automobile owner offers one of our woultl-bc passengers

a free ride lie is not only making it difficult to maintain street car service in this
community but he is laying himself liable for injuries in case of accident.

In Maine, as in most other States, automobile owners arc responsible for
rider is a paid passenger or just someone who has been “given a lift.”

Few people would ask for a “free ride" if they realized they were obligat
ing the driver so much; few automobile owners would care to run such a risk.
Fewer people stiil, we believe, would intentionally do anything that would

tend to deprive this community of its street car service.
For at sometime during the year most of us find the local car service a
necessity.
Then why shouldn’t we all look upon our street car service as this com
munity's business—yours and mine—and work to KEEP it going?

IJEmand

KEEP KLEEN KUFFS

“PHILLIPS” MILK

OF MAGNESIA

You can help by not offering to give the waiting customer at a “white

«

post” a free ride—he'lk understand why.

ROCKLAND, THOMASTON, CAMDEN RY.

CLAIRE • WIND S OK

CROSS WORD* PUZZLE

This is true regardless of whether the

accidents to all passengers they carry.

I

By H. P. Blodgett,

Supt.

i

Rockland, Thomaston. Camden Railway
»

Camden, Rockland, Rockport, Thomaston, Warren

Power Co. System

Central Maine

N£W STUDEBAKER

strunicnt board, out of the way, yet
grasped more easily than liefore.
rj
i ,
, y.
,
. To end foot fatigue, a ball-type foot
Announces
provided, to which
pressure may tie applied from any
the Newest In the Stude- point of its circumference; now the '
may rest flatly and comfortably
baker Family—the Stand : foot
on the aluminum foottjpard, which
1 shuts out all dust and cold draughts.
ard Coach.
As on all Studebaker power plants,
Long looked for with much interest, the oil. returning to the crankcase
the Studebaker Coach comes into after going through the engine, re! turns within a circular screen, so that
the automobile market this week with
the grit and sediment never reach the
new
standard
of
construction
for
a
reservoir of oil. The entire crankcase
this type of car. Built for the same can be drained without getting under
Mrs. Nancy M. Savage.
long-time ownership and service of the car and wlt|put soiling the hands,
all Studebaker products, the Stand by turning a valve which is located
beside the engine oil filling pipe.
SUSPICIOUS OF GAS
ard Six Coach, on a 113-lnc\ wheel
The Standard Six* Coach will ap-*
base
and
with
a
50
horsepower
en

That Was 111
Yaara Ago.—Not
peal to everyone who seeks high
gine,
teems
with
quality
of
construc

Doomed By Elaetricity, As Thought
quality in a low-priced car.
tion.
Gas was once l^ked upon with is
.Striking, in the appearance of its J
much suspicion as would attach To I Belgian blue, low-swung body, with
the presence of a delegation of boot- ^tack. satin-finished, lacquered top.
loggers at a law-enforcement meet- the bcw 1 oar|1 eofitains full steel 1
ing
panels, and the same high quality of
tine hundred and eleven years ago. i framework “ characterizes all body
a great crowd gathered on Westmin- ! bulJdl,1S by this pioneer velilclester Bridge, in London. A new chup- making company.
ter was about to be written In the
~be cbassis
tbe full Standard Six
world's history Of Inventions. The I , *siH' wh,ch hnH set new records
famous bridge was about to be light- *n tbe Industry for reliability and <‘Qur eMe.» Ron aded eleven was
ed by Ba“'
around the IhieT f“wV h’.h
h’T troubIed **th
constipaSuddenly the‘bridge was flooded ar',,nl th,e 1 ne of ublch the whole , tion until we began givini him
with light. The crowd fell back, be- i bodj'~a,,d even the fenders—has ;
wlldered. An engineer stepped for- ^een built to conform.
B~W
ward and touched the gas pipe-i- He ,
Rootniness Is one of the outstand- , Ur, 111 IPS P.llXir i
Invited a member of, Parliament to inS characteristics of this Coach .
, “'T
do likewise. This gentleman refused An‘l,|e clearance between folding seat A vefy few doses righted him. His
until he had borrowed heavy gloves and the d«orpost: wide eushions for bowels became active and in a short
He believed the pipes contained fire tbe dr*' er and Ihe passenger of ihe t*me ”°bert became regular and his
and would burn him.
folding seat: plenty of leg room for ^iberal nealtn improved. —Mrs. O.
When electricity supplanted gas as a11 l,as»engers; these are conspicuous.
T®8?;. nLv on,e
an llluminant, people believed that The broad doo,s Provide for easy en- F|i_J?any tributes to
True»
gas was doomed. But today
today it
it is
is one
one 1 tranc®: rear windows are nearly as ' 1 *’
of the great heating agents of the wide as the doors. The rear seat
The True Family Laxative
world and is used in 5,000 different back is high, giving restful riding
ways in Industry and is produced in quality. Upholstery is woven from and worm expeller. Made of pure
greater quantities than ever before. mohair and wool, rich in its grey- herbs, pleasant to the taste and
blue coloring with grey stripe effect effective in correcting constipation
on cushions—handsome and durable. in old and young. Large sized family
WHY MAINE 13 POPULAR
It covers the same deep, springy dur bottle $1.20; other sizes 60c and 40c.
cushions which have given
Two hundred and fifty-six women iable
'
cars a reputation for Successfully used over
year's
.udents are registered this year a J .Studebaker
J „
the University of Maine, according *'?eomfbrt n,,t reached in any
to the college records. In 1874, there othei car at any I^ice.
were only four women students and ■
On Standard Chassis
In 1872, there was but one.
The Studebaker coacli has a cowl
ventilator, operated with the foot
i and, inside, the driver’s floor board
' is of heavy, embossed aluminum,
shutting out dust and cold drafts.
DRESSED CALVES
i Cowl lights are of distinctive, tor
pedo shape. The dome light has its
LIVE AND DRESSED
, switch right on tho light itself.
All this Is mounted on the Hland' ard Six chasRls without a single climPOULTRY
, ination or curtailment. This means
the big. 56-horsepower engine which
has already established so many rec
EGGS, APPLES, ETC.
ords with its reserve of power. It
means big. powerful brakes—largest
braking area in proportion to car
PROMPT RETURNS
weight on any car: the extraordinary
ease df steering that special engin
eering gave, in designing the steer
ing equipment to accommodate the
T.H.WflEELERCO.
big. full-sized balloon tires. And the
same heavy fenders, wider and with
i deeper overhang than on almost any
A RELIABLE
i other car, fitted to the deep heavy
I frame with six crossmembers for rig
idity- The entire lighting control
COMMISSION HOUSE
has been placed on the steering
wheel, right at finger tips, so that, to
93-101 Clinton St.
dim the lights, a driver need not take
his eyes frsm the road at a critical
time, nor need he grope under the
BOSTON
wheel in the dark, hunting for the
switch. The emergency brake lever
100-tf-Th
projects out from and under the in-

pator of his race and I like to.think
of that homely black man and that 1
homely white man, both so big of
heart, so honest end so pure of
spirit, walking V>d talking together
in that fair country where there is
neither race nor creed, but only God's
love and i>eace and equality forever.
In closing I will Just tell that, in a
quiet corner of his Rhode Island
farm, under a sturdy oak tree, lies
all that was mortal of the good old
elder and his wife. I opular su >scrlption placed above them a granite monument, beautiful In workmanship and suitably inscribed,

The Judge: Would He Prove an Alibi or Bring In. Character Witnesses/

Kockland Liarage

accelerator is

“Helped My Boy”
—a Mother Writes

